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Friday 26th October, HKCC
Before the HK Sixes – Gappers,
together with other young Hong Kong
cricketers, enjoyed a coaching clinic with
international stars.
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General Information

Clubhouse Opening Hours: 0630 to midnight
Monday to Friday 1830 to midnight
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1530 1830 to midnight
The last food orders are
1445 (Lunch) 2200 (Dinner)

Reservations : 3511 8618
email: longroom@hkcc.org
Early Bird Dim Sum:
Sunday 1030 to 1145
Lunch:
Monday to Saturday
1200 to 1500 (The last order is 1415)
Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1330 (The last order is 1315)
1345 to 1530 (The last order is 1445)
Dinner:
Daily 1800 to midnight (The last order is 2230)
Reservations: 3511 8638
email: willowroom@hkcc.org

Daily 0730 to 2200

The last food order is 2130

Breakfast Menu 0730 to 1100
à la Carte from 1100 onwards
Breakfast Buffet on
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0730 to 1030
email: spinners@hkcc.org
Monday to Friday
1600 to 2300
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 2300
The last food order is 2230

Swimming Pool Complex Daily 0700 to 2100
Squash Courts Complex

Daily 0730 to 2230

Sports Changing Rooms

Daily 0700 to 2300

SPORTS ANNEXE BUILDING
2nd Floor:
Sports Desk

Daily 0800 to 2300
Enquiry: 3511 8698

Gymnasium

Daily 0630 to 2200

Children’s Playroom

Daily 0900 to 2100

Golf Simulator

Daily 0900 to 2200

Snooker

Daily 1100 to 2300

Ten Pin Bowling Alley

Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, Public Holiday 1000 to 2200
Monday & Wednesday 1400 to 2200

Video & DVD Library

Weekday 1300 to 2000
Saturday, Sunday 1100 to 1800
Public Holiday 1200 to 1700

3rd Floor:
Cricket Centre
Sports Hall
Roof Top:

SAB Tennis Courts

Daily 0830 to 2230
Daily 0830 to 2230
Daily 0700 to 2300

HKCC SPORTS SHOP

Open every day
Monday to Thursday 1000 to 2000
Friday to Sunday 0900 to 2030
Enquiry: 2574 1861
email: hkcc@escapade.com.hk
		
stefanie@escapade.com.hk

email: sportsmanbar@hkcc.org
Monday to Thursday
1130 to midnight
Friday & Saturday
& Day Before Public Holiday
1130 to 0100
Sunday & Public Holiday
0900 to midnight

The last food order is 2230

Monday to Friday
1000 to 2100
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 2100
The last food order is 2045

Pantone Process Cyan C

Pantone 274C

2

B4 Prince’s Building,
10 Chater Road,
Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2810 6988
Fax: (852) 2810 6877

email: poolcafe@hkcc.org

Email: dotcod@hkcc.org

Annexe Bar
Daily 0930 to 2300

Opening Hours:

The last food order is 2100
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Website: www.dotcod.com
0730-Midnight • Mon-Sat

From the Chairman
Dear Members,
I trust you all had a good summer and are enjoying the
cooler weather. It is wonderful to see the Club so busy,
particularly with the sporting activity. I encourage you
all to keep up the enthusiasm and work hard for your
team in the pursuit of titles and personal success. Good
luck and fitness - as we move into the bustle of our main
sporting season and the demanding festive season.
I am pleased to see that all our core sports are showing
well on the field and very proud that our top athletes
continue to reap the rewards of their efforts, with cricket,
netball, lawn bowls and rugby all enjoying strong
representation in the Hong Kong national teams, at both
junior and senior levels. Additionally, that our juniors
and development programmes continue to blossom.
It is wonderful that the Club has expanded our sporting
ties and undertaken a full programme of overseas tours
and done so well in hosting a number of visiting teams
of late. I am particularly pleased to announce that we
have recently established an Affiliate Membership with
Shanghai Cricket Club whom we first played in 1886. The
strengthening of ties will lead to the further development
of cricket in China. I am also pleased to announce that
the Club has awarded an Honorary Membership to our
long time MCC friend and supporter, Julian Vallance,
who, over the last 12 years, has been an instrumental
supporter of the ties between HKCC and MCC, being
a key contributor to the strong relations we now enjoy
with the home of cricket.
We will all be delighted to see the ground green once
more, having recovered from a transitional scare that
left it looking in very poor shape for a few months over
summer. As a consequence, it is regrettable that we have
had to move the Annual Garden Party to next year.
On the redevelopment front, the first floor toilets have
been revamped and DotCod has been refurbished, as
part of our lease renewal, with a new look and a new
menu, refocusing on quality fish and seafood. Please
try to get down to DotCod and be sure to give us your
feedback!

You will by now have received my letter regarding the
retirement of our General Manager, Nigel Stearns. We
will be holding a function in his honour in December
when I hope many will join me in extending our
appreciation of Nigel’s long distinguished career at
HKCC. I am also looking forward to introducing our
new General Manager, Richard Coate, who will be
taking up his post in January 2013.
I am pleased to report that the Club continues to do well
on the operations front and our thanks must go to the
staff, as they continue to look after us all so well and,
in particular, our compliments to the F&B teams, where
the food offered at all our outlets is now as tasty as ever,
excellent in quality and offers very good value.
As we approach the festive season, I trust you will
continue to support the many offers the Club is planning
to assist with your celebrations

Gavin Erasmus
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Membership News
October
New Nominee Members
Ivan Y.M. Cheung
S. Deva
C. Kiely
C.S. Marquis
V.C. Prakash
Angela Y.M. Wu
Ms. M.P. Yip
Terence L.S. Yiu
New Sporting Members
J.D. Anthony
P.M. Boa
G. Byrne
L.D. Cianfarani
Ms. M. Carpenter
A.C. Hodgman
L.W. Jones
L. Leslie
C.J. McAssey
J. Newsum
S. Tohill
New Junior Sporting Members
M.J. Ashton
J.G. Bresler
H. Bailey
J. Daemi
Joseph S.S. Li
Ms. L. Moran
Ms. J.P. Rowe
Returned
Mrs. A. Brennand
S.J. Knight
Departures
J.M. Bucks
J. Naseer
Mrs. T.G. Grimwade
T.D. Smart
Resignations
P.D. Henkel
A.W. Holt
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Resignations – Nominee
W.M. Bell
A. de Laiglesia
M.F. Jolly
Alex F.T. Kwok
David C.W. Kwok
D.T. McCann
Stacey Park
Temporary Return
J.W.P. Alsop
R.B. Bousfield
S. Bhide
L. Beswick
F.K. Campbell
Ms. R. Chance
Hans Chong
D.S. Duncan
Mrs. C.A. De Maudave Bestel
J.G. Evans
J.H.M. East
M.P. Farmar
J. Freeman
N.J. Fisk
G.H. Gibson
Mrs. H. Galperti
S.V. Grubb
V.Hughes
Annemay Harnett
Mrs. A. Hughes-Hallett
D. Jones
R.M. Kennard
K.H. Lee
J. Manning
A. Malamud
R.A. McGregor
A. Michell
Mrs. P. Mehta
Mrs. L. McQueen
A.C. Rackham
Mrs. J.A. Robb
C.M. Steward
M.A. Stinchcombe
P. Treacy
Mrs. A.K. Wilson
A. Wood
T. Wee

Binkie Leader
The Club was saddened to learn that Binkie Leader
passed away in Singapore on 3rd October.
Binkie and her family were renowned for their
involvement in Club sports and social activities at
Chater Road and later, at Wongnaichung Gap, where she
conducted children’s swimming lessons.
Our sympathy goes to Roger, Rory, Pim and their
families.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
“HKCC’s ‘jewel in the crown’ is
undeniably, the Ground - of which the
Membership can be justifiably proud.
It is certainly one of the very few areas
of Club grounds in Hong Kong that
Members’ families and their guests
are positively encouraged to ‘walk
and play on the grass’.
However, if the newly laid turf is to root and survive into
2013 and beyond, it must continue to be manicured and,
to a degree, protected against overuse.
Bearing the foregoing in mind, I inform Members that,
with great reluctance, the General Committee has taken
the decision to postpone the Annual Garden Party in
2012 and consideration will be given to re-introduce the
Event in 2013.”
Manager’s Notes - October Pinkun

Manager's Notes
And so the seasons change….as we commence the
November countdown to Christmas and the New Year.
HKCC’s Special Events Festive Programme, together with
pre-requisite Booking Forms for 2012, was enclosed with the
October issue of The Pinkun. However, additional copies
are available throughout the Clubhouse Building and can be
downloaded or booked on-line from the HKCC website at
http://www.hkcc.org.
The Club is ideally placed to cater for all your needs over this
wonderful period of the year, not only in terms of our own
‘in-house’ catering, beverage and entertainments packages
but we are also able to provide a comprehensive menu for
Members’ 'Office' and 'Home' catering needs over this
season.
Following its summer refurbishment, DotCod, in Central,
continues to offer exceptional cuisine at excellent value and
at a 30% Member discount. DotCod Chief Executive Chef,
Jeffrey LeBon, and Front of House Manager, Erica Jong, and
their respective 'Teams' are fully aware of the ongoing quality
and service standards required in maintaining a ‘four star’
ranking in the local print media. It is most pleasing to note
that the Restaurant has continued to enjoy exceptional levels
of patronage and Members are thanked for their continued
loyalty and support of DotCod.

The DotCod Festive Season and New Year’s Eve ‘Package’
brochure was also released in October and, again, the details
will be available for downloading or booking through the
DotCod website at http://www.dotcod.com.
The month of November is to offer much in the way of
Club food and beverage promotions, entertainments and
other sporting events, both in terms of HKCC’s on-field
sporting commitments as well as for the more recreationally
challenged amongst us, with international Cricket to the
fore.
I often use the opportunity of writing this set of ‘Notes’ to
highlight requests from Management to politely remind
Members to observe both the spirit and letter of the By-laws.
This month I would again ask Members with very young
children not to use tables at the Poolside to ‘change baby
nappies.’ The tables once vacated will be cleaned by the
Club’s Service Staff - however, the practice of baby changing
at tables is not an acceptable one and I would ask Members
to immediately desist.
In closing this set of Notes – we again very much look
forward to seeing you all at the Club in November.
Nigel P. Stearns

Pre Sixes Tournament – Seven hopeful captains pose on the Club balcony with the coveted Trophy
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General Information

ACTIVITIES
Check www.hkcc.org for more details on Activities

Adult

Aerobics

Dori Dainton

2895-6453 or 9462-0352

Aerobic Kickboxing Karen Plowman

9644-4560

Bums, Legs & Tums Sandy Dodd

6334-5318

Group Fitness Classes

3511-8699

Pilates		

Recreation Dept.

Jun Mabaquiano

9400-7523

Scottish Country Dancing Joseph Schembri

9378-5388

Southern School of Dance Marion Knight

2872-6917

Tai Chi and Qi Gung Cathy Wu
- call Recreation Dept.
		

3511-8698

Weight Watchers
Area Cooordinator Hong Kong
Kate Mahjoubian
katemahjoubian@gmail.com 6462-6559
Yoga		
		

Sally Morris
sallyewigley@yahoo.co.uk

9229-7292

Cricket
The Gappers

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

Junior Netball
Sarah Chillington
Veronica Arnold

sarahchill@netvigator.com
ronarnoldhk@gmail.com

Junior

Southern School of Dance

Marion Knight

Ten Pin Bowling
Sports Desk		

3511-8698

Green Frog Yoga

		

Laura Shore

2872-6917

9229-7785

Multi-Purpose Room
Timetable - November 2012
MONDAY
0915
1030
1145
1415
1900

-

1015
1130
1400
1845
2200

TUESDAY
0915
1030
1145
1300
1445
1800
1930

-

1015
1130
1245
1430
1745
1900
2230

0915
1030
1145
1300
1445
2015

-

1015
1130
1245
1430
2000
2230

THURSDAY
0915
1045
1145
1400
1800
2015

-

1015
1130
1345
1730
1900
2230

FRIDAY

Gymnastics

Swim Programme 2012

SATURDAY

For all information refer to Brochure 		
which can be collected at Reception

Junior Sports
Gym For Tots

Group Coaching
		
		

Multi-Sport
Tel: 2540-1257 / Fax: 2609-1779
admin@multi-sport.com.hk

-

1015
1200
1430
1930
2230

0900 - 1230
1300 - 1615
1630 - 1845

SUNDAY
0900 - 2230
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Aerobic Kickboxing
Qi Gung Workshop
Tai Chi Workshop
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums
Table-Tennis

WEDNESDAY

0915
1100
1215
1445
1945

		

Bums, Legs & Tums
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Scottish Country Dancing

Bums, Legs & Tums
Pilates with Jun
Yoga (for Adults)
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

Aerobic Kickboxing
Green Frog Yoga (Pre-School)
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums
Table-Tennis (Team Practice)

Body Sculpt with Dori
Yoga (for Adults)
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

Multi-Sport Gymnastics
Table-Tennis
Jazz Funk / Hip-Hop Dance

Table-Tennis

For all pictures/artwork
submitted to The Pinkun:

We collect and deliver your car
FREE OF CHARGE (Subject to distance)
We provide good quick repair service at reasonable prices

Our Competitive Labour Charges:–

File Format - PDF, JPEG or AI
format. PDF is the preferred
format, as it will keep text nice
and crisp. For JPEG, use the
highest quality and make sure
that artwork is at least 300-350dpi.
RESOLUTION - to ensure your
files print clearly, all artwork
including images must be
supplied at a resolution of at least
300dpi. Anything lower than this
may result in blurry, bitmapped or
pixelated print.

From
Lubrication Service

$

110.00

Tune Up Engine

$

220.00

Engine Decoke & Grind Valves

$

1500.00

Engine Overhaul

$

4000.00

Brake System Overhaul

$

900.00

Clutch Mechanically Overhaul

$

1000.00

Air Condition Freon Recharge

$

400.00

Alternator Overhaul

$

400.00

Starter Motor Overhaul

$

400.00

A L L R E PA I R S W I T H T H R E E M O N T H S G U A R A N T E E

Our 24 hrs. Emergency "Firstone Towing" 8203 3411
Please call us at 2565 6166

FAX: 2856 1047

E-mail address: fookie@netvigator.com

FOOKIE MOTORS CO. LTD.
Shop 7, G/F, Paramount Building,
12 Ka Yip Street,
Chai Wan, Hong Kong.
November 2012 The Pinkun
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Club Sports Contacts

HKCC Sports Coaches

CRICKET
Captain of Cricket
Darren Tucker		
9027 3494
email: darren.tucker@newbalance.com

For all enquiries, please call Sports Desk, 3511 8698
email: recreation@hkcc.org

WOMEN’S CRICKET
Convenor
Anita Miles		
9155 7300
email: anitamiles@strawberrynet.com
HOCKEY
Convenor
Chris Jenkins		
2810 6618
email: hockey@hkcc.org
LAWN BOWLS
Convenor
Glyn Davies
2803 6189(o) 9330 1948(m)
email: davglyn@gmail.com
Ladies Captain
Teresa Yung 		
9133 7630
email: teresa.yung@db.com
Vice Captain
Debbie Lange
6688 5703
email: debbie.lange@lr.org
NETBALL
Convenor
Sarah Chillington
Captain of Netball: Anna Edwards
annainhkg@hotmail.co.uk
RUGBY
Convenor
Patrick Donovan
2800 1179
email: rugby.chairman@hkcc.org

Club Captain
Ben Garland		
9864 7645
email: rugby.captain@hkcc.org

SQUASH
Convenor
Steve Ellis		
9260 8289
email: steveellis@netvigator.com

See also Page 12

Mark Wright

ECB Level 3 Coach
Phone: 6461 4445 email: markwright@hkcc.org

Mohit Rao

New Zealand Level 3 Coach
Phone: 9024 8995
email: mohitrao@hkcc.org

Golf

Adrian Waters

Gym & Fitness

Member of the Professional Golfers Association
Golf Clinics and Junior Programme
Phone: 3511-8699
email: golf@hkcc.org

Amin Ashraf

Personal Trainer
Phone: 6406 0872

Ben Simpson

Bachelor’s Degree in Sport and Exercise
with Honours in Exercise Physiology
Phone: 9274 1230 email: bensimpson@hkcc.org

Hockey

Andrew Smith

Rugby

Andrew Hall

Squash

Matt Robinson

email: aminashraf@hkcc.org

Level 2 Certificate in Coaching Hockey EHB
Phone: 9447 5925 email: andrewsmith@hkcc.org

Head Coach, Scotland International
UKCC Rugby Level 2
Phone: 9275 7256
email: rugby.coach@hkcc.org

Certified Member and Coach of England Squash 																
Hong Kong Squash Coaches Recognition Award
Phone: 6201 8099 email: mattrobinson@hkcc.org

TENNIS
Convenor
Debbie See
email: tennis@hkcc.org

Tennis

Mitch Denman

GOLF
Mark Winstanley
9193 5246
email: winstanleyma@gmail.com

Head Tennis Professional
Phone: 3511 8692 email: headtennispro@hkcc.org

JP Jorge

Senior Tennis Professional
Phone: 5339 1009
email: jpjorge@hkcc.org

Jason Lijewski

Senior Tennis Professional
Phone: 9653 2782 email: jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

TABLE TENNIS
Simon Chan
email: chan.simon@dorsey.com
TEN PIN BOWLING
Convenor
Tony Ku
email: tkukkk@biznetvigator.com
Captain
Nicholas Brown
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Swimming
Craig Mitchell

Senior Training Professional
Phone: 9838 6641 email: craigmitchell@hkcc.org

Reciprocal Clubs

HKCC Reciprocal Clubs, Overseas
Australia

Canberra Club Ltd.
Melbourne Cricket Club
Queensland Cricketers Club
Royal Automobile Club of Australia — Sydney*
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV) Ltd.*
Royal Kings Park Tennis Club
Tattersalls Club, Sydney
Western Australian Cricket Association
The Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, Melbourne

Canada

The National Club - Toronto, Ontario
Toronto Cricket Skating & Curling Club

China

Beijing Riviera Country Club*

England

Marylebone Cricket Club
Stoke Park Club*
The East India Club*
The Lansdowne Club*
The Naval & Military Club (The In & Out Club)*
The Royal Over-Seas League*
The St. James’s Club*
Lindrick Golf Club, Nottingham - New

India

Best Club, Bangalore*
Bombay Gymkhana
IBIZA- The Club*
India Tennis Centre*
Princeton Club, Calcutta
The Cricket Club of India, Mumbai*
Umed Club, Jodhpur*		

Indonesia

International Sports Club of Indonesia, Jakarta

Japan

The Yokohama Country & Athletic Club

Malaysia

Penang Club
The Kinabalu Club, Sabah
The Raintree, Kuala Lumpur
The Royal Selangor Club, Kuala Lumpur

Philippines

Manila Club Inc.
Nomads Sports Club, Manila

Scotland

The Royal Over-Seas League, Edinburgh*
The Royal Scots Club, Edinburgh*
The Western Club, Glasgow*

Singapore

Singapore Cricket Club
The British Club

South Africa

Kelvin Grove, Cape Town

Thailand

Chiangmai Gymkhana Club
R.B.S.C. Polo Club, Bangkok
Royal Bangkok Sports Club
The British Club, Bangkok

UAE

The Dubai Country Club Ltd. - currently closed

USA

University Club of Chicago

Affiliate Member Clubs

Bickley Park Cricket Club, Bromley,
Kent, England
Stragglers of Asia,England
The Crusaders, Melbourne, Australia
"The Willows", Christchurch, New Zealand

IAC Reciprocal Clubs
ARABIAN PENINSULA
Bahrain
UAE

Manama
Dubai

Capital Club
Capital Club

China
China
China
China
China
China
China
Korea
Malaysia
Philippines

Beijing
Beijing
Beijing
Nanjing
Qingdao
Shanghai
Xiamen
Seoul
Kuala Lumpur
Manila

Chang An Club
Manet Club
Summit Club
The Heritage Club
The Peninsula Club
Shanghai Racquet Club
The International Club
Seoul City Club
Bankers Club
Tower Club

AT SEA

At Sea

The World

ASIA

EUROPE

Germany
Bad Neuenahr
Golf-und Landclub Bad Neuenahr
Germany
Berlin
Berlin Capital Club
Germany
Berlin
Berliner Golf & Country Club
		
Motzener See
Germany
Beuerberg
Golfclub Beuerberg e.V.
Germany
Bremen
Havanna Lounge Bremen
Germany
Cologne
Rotonda Business Club
Germany
Duesseldorf
Wirtschaftsclub Duesseldorf
Neuberg an der Donau Wittelsbacher Golfclub & Hotel
Germany
Germany
Orsingen Nenzingen Golf Club Schloss Langenstein
Poland
Czestochowa
Rosa Private Golf Club
Poland
Warsaw
Klub Polskiej Rady Biznesu
Spain
Barcelona
Saint Cugat International
		
Business Club
Switzerland Zurich
HAUTE SA
U.K.
London
London Capital Club
U.K.
Welwyn, Herts
Brocket Golf Club

U.S.A.		

Florida
Bonita Springs
Florida
Bonita Springs
Florida
Fort Myers
Florida
Naples
		
Florida
Naples
Florida
North Venice
Florida
Perdido Key
Florida
Perdido Key
Florida
Tampa
Georgia
Atlanta
		
Nevada
Las Vegas
Nevada
Las Vegas

The Colony Golf & Bay Club
Raptor Bay Golf Club
Pelican Preserve Golf Club
Hammock Bay Golf & Country
Club
Tiburon Golf Club
Venetian Golf Club
Lost Key Golf & Beach Club
Lost Key Marina & Yacht Club
West Shore Yacht Club
Cuscowilla Golf Resort on Lake
Oconee
Rio Secco Golf Club
Cascata

* Accommodation Facilities Available
•
•
•
•

Signing In
Method of Payment  
Maximum Length of Stay  	
Restrictions

This information may be obtained from HKCC
Membership Secretary, Clara Hung, on 3511-8616
Please note that Introduction Cards must be collected
from the Club’s General Office prior to your visit to
these Overseas Reciprocal Clubs

November 2012 The Pinkun
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HKCC ………linking with the Hong Kong community
Dreamflight is a UK Charity set up by British Airways cabin crew, taking seriously

ill and disabled children on the Holiday of a Lifetime to the theme parks of Central
Florida on a specially branded British Airways jet. The cabin crew who operate the

flight volunteer their spare time. The Club has been delighted to raise funds in various
ways to contribute towards sending children on this wonderful trip – via London. This
is the 25th year of HKCC’s participation.

A poolside party was recently held at the Club

for children from the Duchess of Kent Children’s
Hospital – the previous years’ participants, their
parents and escorts, who were able to offer some

helpful advice to this year’s tourists, the two

young ladies in the middle of the front row.
They left Hong Kong with their escorts on 10th
October, returning on the 25th.

Club women cricketers selected for the
Hong Kong National Women’s Team
Eight of our Club women cricketers were selected by

Hong Kong Cricket Association to represent Hong
Kong in the ACC Twenty20 Women’s Asia Cup, played
in Guangzhou, China, during October:
Betty Chan

Ishitaa Gidwani
Mariko Hill
Annie Ho

Emma Lai
Godiva Li

Natural Yip

Reserve: Alvina Tam

We hope to receive a report on their progress for the next issue of The Pinkun.
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Buy your special Christmas Cards
from ESCAPADE and help to
make a child’s dream come true.

3 NEW DESIGNS
THIS YEAR !
Buy one set get one free
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HKCC Cricket Coaches

Head Coach

Mohit Rao

ECB Level 3 Coach

Phone: 9024 8995

Mark Wright

New Zealand Level 3 Coach

Phone: 6461 4445

mohitrao@hkcc.org

Clare Crewdson

Scott McKechnie

Phone: 5946 5581

Phone: 6809 0414

markwright@hkcc.org

AFL Level 1 Coach
clarecrewdson@hkcc.org

AFL Level 1 Coach
mckechniescott@hkcc.org
“I am a playing representative of the MCC Young
Cricketers and a new recruit to the Hong Kong Cricket

Club. I will be an active member of the coaching staff

in the coming months and greatly look forward to the
challenges ahead, both on and off the field.”
12
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News from the Season –
reported by Dom Bunning……
The smell of freshly mown grass, linseed oil and soft leather
have been wafting, like a Philip Hearle attempted cover
drive, across the Gap for the past few weeks, as the cricketers
of HKCC make the early inroads into the new season. Hopes
are high, after strong performances from the all-conquering
Premier League team last year, and with both Saturday and
Sunday sides expected to mount a formidable challenge in
the coming months.
In the Sunday league, the Wanderers have enjoyed success
with an opening round win versus club rivals, the Scorpions,
in a tight and tense affair. Despite strong performances
from new Scorps’ skipper Charlie “Sparky” Bright (53) and
debutant Rizwan Masood (4-22), the Wanderers held firm
for a 2 wicket victory. Travis “Gandalf” Smithson returned
to form with a well carved 56, while young Madhav Menon
and newcomer Harry “Samwise” Bailey saw the Wanderers
over the line in the first derby day of the season.
Meanwhile, the Optimists have been busy with two fixtures
already. Sadly they have been on the receiving end of a
couple of close defeats. Against Millennium, good all round
work in the field saw a gettable total of 206 being set by
the opposition. Sadly, no one could join Tim McMahon,
who scored a classy 50 on debut, to get the Optimists over
the line. “The Big Mac” was at it again a few weeks later,
this time smashing a scintillating 120 at home against the
Vagabonds. At present, the man from Down Under is odds on
to hit the honours board at the end of the season, especially
if he continues the current clean striking. However, the
Optimist bowling attack also bore some punishment. A
“lucky” 137 – if there ever can be one – by the opposition
no.5 unfortunately accounted for the bowling, despite best
efforts of Chris Williams who took a good 3-fer, and saw the
Optimists to a second defeat. There is plenty of time for all
Club sides to come to the party in the coming weeks though.
In the Saturday League, we have also seen a derby game –
the Witherers defeating the Gap Ramblers, thanks to some
excellent batting displays from Charlie Bright and new
captain Si Derrick, accompanied by cameos from Dave
Jacquier and “old head” Ben Hart. Richard Gomersall was
the pick of the Witherers’ bowling with 4-27, seeing the
Witherers home despite Madhav Menon’s free flowing 68.

Elsewhere, the Ramblers secured a tight, low scoring game
against Lamma to leave them with 1 win from 2, thanks to
some exceptional bowling from the Subramanyan brothers
– Maha and Jhatha – and stalwarts Vince “Dancing Bear”
Creagh and Clive “Cuddles” Duddy. Meanwhile, Witherers
were less fortunate in their other matches, going down
valiantly in more low scoring games versus Millennium and
Lamma. Nomads meanwhile, have also had a single victory
out of three. Andrew Swan smashed a swashbuckling
century versus Centaurs and Paul Watkins, the new captain,
has also been in good nick. While the standard of opposition
has been strong in Division 1, the Nomads will look to
replicate and better last year’s result of making the play-off,
by securing some more wins in coming weeks.
The Premier League team swing back into action with a
league game at home on 18th November, while the T20
campaign kicks off on 1st December. Please keep your eye
out for more details as the Club will be looking to stage a
“party atmosphere” for some of these high profile games,
and all support will be welcome. HKCC has a fine tradition
of a great social atmosphere and post game pints. The social
aspect of the Club is one we should never forget, as it brings
us all together, from all walks of life and all parts of the
world. We look forward to seeing all of you down at the Gap
at some stage to join in the fun!
(see Pages 67/68-Wanderers unmasked)
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Match Report: Hong Kong Cricket Club vs.
Shanghai Cricket Club
by Vince Creagh
“For Whom the Bell Tolls”
In a story that would do justice to Ernest Hemingway’s
1940 novel, the Hong Kong Cricket Club – skippered by
Paul “Watko” Watkins – sought to reclaim the Bokhara Bell
Trophy from the temporary custody of the Shanghai Cricket
Club. The Trophy was surrendered in the last encounter
in Shanghai in 2011 after a cleverly staged ambush by the
locals, but if all things fell into place, redemption was only
a matter of hours away! However, just as the Shanghai
team swept into Hong Kong late on Friday evening under
the cover of darkness, so too did the water under Ricky’s
covers, forcing the match to be switched to artificial grass.
Though unlike Hemingway’s novel, this story does not end
before the final ambush is complete!
Watko won the toss and chose to bat – a decision that
resonated with the Hong Kong side, given the scorching
conditions. Matt Lyons opened up with Watko, hoping to
get early runs on the board and place some pressure on his
older brother Ben who was playing for Shanghai. After a
watchful start, Matt was out in the 13th over for 7. Matt’s
side bet with Ben to see who could score the most runs for
the day looked even money at best – HKCC 1 for 55. “Billy”
Henwood joined the skipper but, unfortunately, Billy’s
time in the middle was short lived and his services would

Shanghai Cricket Club
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only next be required in the
field after lunch – HKCC 2 for
59. Courtney Kruger was next
in and looked very positive before he fell to the 2nd catch of
the day behind the stumps. Whilst the artificial pitch was
not offering much assistance, the Shanghai bowlers were
not making it easy for the batting side – HKCC 3 for 85.
Mark Wright struck 13 runs from 8 balls, but as the clock
struck 12:00pm so too did Shanghai’s attack – HKCC 4
for 100. Watko continued to lead from the front and was
on 73 when Shanghai’s Khattak enticed him to hook and
was caught on the boundary – HKCC 5 for 116. Watko’s
departure forced Bobby Bettridge to table his pre-lunch
Pinot Noir and make his way to centre stage. Imran became
Khattak’s 3rd victim falling to yet another catch behind the
stumps – HKCC 6 for 122. One of the Club’s most recent
releases – Daljeet Singh – joined the “Old Vine” Bettridge
at the crease and, between the two of them, they set about
restoring order to the scorecard. The pair added 66 runs
before Daljeet was bowled for 38 from 49 balls – HKCC 7
for 188. Having allowed enough time for his 2007 Gros
Frere Et Soeur Clos Richebourg to breathe, Bobby decided
he had done enough for the day and would head back to
the bleachers with 25 runs to reflect upon his achievements
– HKCC 8 for 197. Mark Ferguson struck a run-a-ball 22
before he became Khattak’s 5th wicket for the innings –
HKCC 9 for 225. Vince Creagh joined Andrew “Noonan”
Norwood but, with a few overs remaining, Noonan misshit a full toss and the innings was closed – HKCC all out
for 229. The pick of the Shanghai bowlers was Khattak who
returned 5 for 67 from 9 overs.
Chef provided a first class lunch then HKCC took the field
to defend a total that seemed a little below par. If HKCC
thought they had seen off the worst of the heat for the day,
this was not the case! The sun continued to beat down and
whilst the conditions were stifling, it did make a glorious
setting for an afternoon of cricket – from the shade of the
Sportsman’s Bar or the Chater Tavern verandah!

cricket
For Shanghai, a special mention must be made of Khattak
who scored 45 runs and captured 5 wickets. For HKCC, the
pick of the bowlers were Noonan with 3 for 25 from 7 overs
and Jhatha who returned 3 for 32 from 8.3 overs, whilst
Watko top scored with 73 runs.
The post match festivities started with the Lyons brother
squaring off in a duel without pistols. “Old Vine” Bettridge
also received a special mention for his efforts both on and
off the field, before both teams retired to toast the day’s
cricket and sample Chef’s legendary paellas.
The Bell will always toll for the 125 people who died on the
10th October 1892 when the SS Bokhara sank on its return
journey to Hong Kong, and this game between Shanghai CC
and Hong Kong CC honored that occasion in a most respectful
way. Long may this game and the tradition continue.

Daljeet and Noonan shared the new ball and it wasn’t long
before first blood was drawn. Noonan had their opener
caught by Wrighty in slips – Shanghai 1 for 8. At this point,
it should be noted that the Old Vine had pulled a “vintage
card” and did not take to the field. He was ably replaced
by another of the Club’s rising stars – 12 year old Jhatha
Subramanyan. Noonan then picked up Shanghai’s No.3 and
their other opening batsman in his second over. Noonan 3
wickets for no runs – Shanghai 3 for 9. Daljeet was not to be
outdone, bowling the No.5 batsman for 8 runs – Shanghai
4 for 23. Wrighty introduced and set about ensuring that
Matty Lyons was on the correct side of the betting ledger
dispatching his older brother Ben for 5 runs – Shanghai
5 for 23. Wrighty trapped the No.7 batsman in front and
the visitors were well and truly on the ropes – Shanghai
6 for 28. Vince then got in on the action, ably assisted by a
smart catch from Billy in the gully to farewell Shanghai’s
Zalpuri for 6 – Shanghai 7 for 36. A spirited fight back from
Shanghai saw them add 72 runs before Jhatha claimed his
first wicket for the day – Shanghai 8 for 108. In Jhatha’s 9th
over, he accounted for the last two batsmen – Shanghai all
out for 136.
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Indoors…..

Lost

Runs scored

Wickets taken points

Sabres

8

1

769

47

16

Redbacks

5

4

777

43

10

Eagles

3

6

668

34

6

Dragons

2

7

624

40

4

The Sabres celebrated winning the inaugural HKCC
Indoor League title in style by putting pay to the Eagles
on the last night of the League. The Sabres were deserved
winners of the title after winning 8 of the 9 matches that
they played. Congratulations to dual captains, Paul
Watkins and Stephen Hawinkels who led the team for
the majority of the season.

• 2 points awarded for a win
• 1 point awarded for a tie
• 0 points awarded for a loss
• If points are level, the team with the most runs scored will be
the higher placed team
• If points are level and the runs scored are the same, the higher
placed team will be the one who has taken the most wickets.

The Indoor league was a new concept for this season and,
on the whole, it was well received and well attended. We
will return with a new competition after the Christmas
break. This will take us through to the Easter Holidays.

South African Cricket Tour
7th – 18th February 2013

Thanks to all those who participated, scored, umpired
etc. over the last 9 weeks.
Mark Wright
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FINAL CHANCE TO SECURE SPACES!
Please contact:
Stuart.Henwood@newbalance.com.hk
bob.bettridge@nbasia.com
Darren.Tucker@newbalance.com
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A report from Angus Robson

Senior and Junior Taverners

THE ANNUAL HKU SIXES were held on Sunday 14th
October and this year, HKCC, for the first time fielded two
teams, the Junior Taverners and the Senior Taverners.
Sean Robson captained the seniors, which included Ian
Farrar, Anuj Puri, Mark Wittet, Richard Wallace and George
Lamplough.

The Robsons

The HKU cricket ground will be turned into a floodlit astro
turf pitch next year. We were all lucky to have made history
as we played the last ever HKU Sixes tournament on grass.

Harry Walton captained the juniors, who were last year's
tournament winners, which included Giacomo, Jhatha,
Anurag, Kabbie, and myself.
George Lamplough was very busy as Team Manager for
the Juniors and last minute stand-in for the Seniors.
The other teams in the tournament were Indus, HSBC,
Anglo-Eastern, HKUCC, HKU Students and Lamma.
It became obvious fairly early in the day that Indus and
HSBC were going to be in the final, so the Taverners Senior
and Junior teams decided to fight it out as to who could
avoid winning the wooden spoon.

Giacomo, Kabir and Anurag

With Lamplough Junior and me up against our dads, it
was always going to be a grudge match. Everyone would
agree that watching Giacomo hit a six over square leg off
his dad’s bowling was the highlight of the day. Even the
Seniors were in hysterics (except George.)
The eventual tournament winners were HSBC.
Mick Fisher of HKU did a great job arranging the
tournament and everyone enjoyed a delicious curry lunch.
Junior!
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MATCH REPORT: Taverners v HK Hockey – 5th October 2012
Headlines: Grocer still not selected!! Has he been mislaid?
The much waited needle match against the Hockey
section promised to be a lively affair at the beginning of
the week, when the Taverners had a useful side but as
the week wore on, and it became known that VFE was
to be skipper due to Kieran mangling his hand in his
dishwasher, somehow or other, longstanding stalwarts
succumbed to debilitating illnesses, cramps and various
aches and pains. By 1pm Friday, the side was one
short, having been shored up during the week with the
introduction of Emma, Mukesh, Keith Goodman and a
ten year old lad Matt Robinson had kidnapped in the
squash courts. Still, at least it looked like a Taverners’
side of old, full of the old and infirm, plus a sprinkling
of the opposite sex and the immature. Hockey, of
course, had a full complement of eleven fit and raring to
go maniacs.
The problem was, who was going to bat first, the toss
notwithstanding. After a long discussion with Mike,
their captain, it was thought the Taverners should bat
first as their bowling was deemed stronger of the two
disciplines. But with their opening duo absent, let alone
even having a top order, the question was who should
open. Fortunately, Taverners had two fearless batsmen
in Ian Farrar and Teflon and away we went in glorious
autumnal sunshine.
Just as the two of them were establishing a sound
beginning, Teflon was superbly caught an inch off the
ground at extra cover by a fielder, who later turned out
to be the National goalkeeper. Anyone else, and it would
have been spilled. No matter - Ian was constructing
a potentially retirement innings ably assisted by
Anuj, who started off with a bang, a six to square leg.
Unfortunately, Ian didn’t quite make retirement and by
halfway, with Mukesh also gone, the score had reached
106 for 3 wickets far better than anyone had expected
an hour or so earlier. Still, Anuj and Keith were putting
together a substantial stand, when, for some unbeknown
reason, the umpire, who shall remain nameless, gave
Keith out on 29, to a ball pitching two thirds down the
wicket and hitting highish on the pads. This was after it
had been agreed that LBWs were no-nos, unless the ball
hits the batsman on the ankles in front of the stumps. A
local rule, but required since no-one really knows how
to interpret and correctly apply the LBW rule. The same
could be said in the giving of wides, with 54 being given
in the match, probably half erroneously and a further 20
not being given at all.
Anuj strolled on his merry way, retiring on 30 runs, and
with the top order now gone, it left extras, the geriatrics
and the girls to get the runs. It wasn’t going to happen
and so it proved with only 40 runs coming off the last 11
overs, not helped by Hockey bringing on their version
of George, a certain spindly pylon called McIntosh,
18
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who proceeded to see how high
he could toss the ball whilst still
getting it to bounce before the crease. It’s not cricket!
Emma and Higgsy tried to push the score along but the
combination of a couldna run and a didna know when
to run proved too complex to unravel at such a late
stage.
The score of 176-8 in the allotted 33 overs looked
inviting enough for Hockey to attack and VFE finally
having to exert some vestiges of captaincy, decided that,
after last match’s bowling exhibition, it would be better
to open up with Usman and Budda. The opening stint,
whilst more than competent enough, was not getting
too much penetration partly because their opener, Dan
Clarke, was proving to be more than a capable opener,
and too many wides, some dubious, being given. At the
halfway stage, Hockey were on 94 but with 5 wickets
down, so it could be said Taverners were slightly ahead
of the game, mainly due to the bowlers exerting enough
pressure to bring about mistakes. Credit must go to
Emma who took 1-9 in her first three overs and Ian 1-5
in three overs.
So where did it go wrong? Some sages in the Top Bar
opined it was the magical yet unfortunate introduction
of Grocer at mid-wicket after the non-appearance of
our lad at the break. Surely, we thought, the presence of
the “Colin Bland of fielding” would instil fear into the
batsmen. It was not to be for with the late introduction
of Chris Jenkins, Duncan MacKay and Ryan for Hockey
and the waywardness of VFE, Ian, and Emma in each
of their last overs, the match was turned on its head as
in the space of 6 overs 50 runs were scored, 17 off VFE’s
last. Not good, and the Grocer not stopping one run,
probably due to rustiness for being so long absent from
the firing line. And yet, Taverners nearly won it right
at the end when Ian almost caught what would’ve been
the 9th wicket. That would have brought in Clarke, the
retiree, and it’s likely he would have finished the match
off anyway. Hockey finished on 178-8 in the 28th over
and won by two runs and five overs.
A well fought match right to the end with Hockey
the deserved winners against a motley collection of
Taverners, reminiscent of sides in years gone by.
Clarke rightly earned Hockey’s man of the match for
his elegant batting performance and Anuj took the
Taverners’ award for his competent and fluent batting
and his three catches which went a long way to almost
winning the match.
Eric Goates
8th October 2012
(See Hockey’s version of this match – Page 24)
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MATCH REPORT - Taverners v Te Toki Cricket Club

A fine sunny afternoon at HKCC saw the battle between
a spirited Kiwi touring group from Nelson, New
Zealand and the local HKCC Taverners. The teams
played previously in 2004 with neither side being able
to recall the precise outcome. This game was a chance to
settle the ledger but somehow seemed to be played in
four quarters rather than two innings. After the toss was
won by Te Toki, Taverners were sent in to bat.
Prior to the match, strategies were being devised in the
dressing room to structure when one batted or where
you fielded. The idea was you mentioned you wanted
to open the innings and then be put into bat at number
10 or you did not want to keep and then was appointed
keeper for the match. None of this worked at all. Gatsby
prepared to bat with more tape on his fingers than a 2
hour 8 track cassette tape. Junior had bandaged his arm
so tight it started to go black - he had not mentioned
what he wanted to achieve and not sure of his strategy
on this one but I am sure he blamed it for his outcome
later.
The first quarter saw consolidation and a slow run rate.
Opening the proceedings were Gatsby and our own
Grocer. Grocer played two fine shots to the fence before
succumbing to the wily bowling from Te Toki. Gatsby
had some fine stroke play before he too fell. The opening
bowling was tight and on the mark.
Keith Hemshall joined Will Jones and runs continued
to flow, albeit slowly. With Keith removed, Giacomo
strode confidently to the wicket. Will retired on 31,
bringing Bob Bettridge to the crease. Bob was out
shortly thereafter, Giacomo scoring to all parts of the
ground but out for 23. George and Junior kept the score
going, but Junior managed to find a strange way of
dismissal. Junior managed the unbelievable, a cricket
first for him, by falling onto his stumps. The crowd
looked in disbelief, followed by laughter. Junior always
injects some comic routine into each game and this one
was no exception. As he left the field, mutterings of
“never done that before” were heard. At 6 for 132 with a
handful of overs left, we needed to score around 200 to
be competitive.

two of the retirees saw a respectable score of 9 for 194
odd posted on the board. Will top scored with 34 and
George 32.
The third quarter saw Te Toki open up in a flurry of runs
and retirees. JP at the Last Stand End (Petrol Station
End) and Dinesh were bowling well but the batting from
all, including Bruce and Sam of Te Toki, were scoring at
around 6 an over. Skipper introduced spin and medium
pace which slowed the run rate. Two retirees bought in
new batsmen, which also helped slow the run rate. The
other bowlers kept a tight rein on proceedings and the
fielding was crisp.
Rotation of bowlers saw the wickets fall, but four Te
Toki bats retired was ominous. Giacomo came back in
his second spell and decisively got three key wickets to
keep Taverners in the match.
The fourth quarter of the match saw the retirees back
and Bruce motored to 60 odd, but lost Sam his partner
in crime with about 4 overs to go. Less than 20 runs
separated the teams and, at a run a ball, Te Toki looked
set for a win with two wickets in hand. A quick wicket
and the last wicket needed to score around 13 runs to
win. A fine shot to the leg side appeared to pass the
Grocer at Mid Wicket. With Leopard (probably maimed
Leopard) speed, Grocer picked up the ball and threw at
lightning speed, straight to Gatsby with both batsmen
stranded in the middle of the pitch – the last wicket had
fallen! Ah, the Te Toki batsmen had picked the wrong
arm to run upon. I am sure they will remember next
time.
Notably Giacomo had taken 3 wickets, Gatsby 3 catches
and a run out.
A competitive and challenging game of cricket had
by all. Giacomo won Man of the Match for Taverners
with 3 wickets and 23 runs. Bruce, Man Of The Match
for Te Toki, scored a fine 60 odd.
Royce McDonald

The second quarter of the game saw a flurry of runs in
short time. George scored a fine 31 and retired but, after
almost running his partner out several times – both
cricketwise and of breath. Mutterings of “please hit only
4s” were heard. Royce retired on 31 and Dinesh, JP and
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At DB - Winner, Robert Barber

Ian Spiers showing his skills –
this shot landed a foot from the hole

Our outing in October took us to Discovery Bay. My decision to play off the blue tees, together with some very
unusual pin positions, made scoring very very difficult.
The winner had to be decided on a countback and it went to the consistent Robert Barber on 33 points. DB
member, Iain Sudden Spiers, missed out on countback; I did remind him he three putted the 18th and at least
seven other greens. Third on 32 was Steven Cheung.
Longest Drive went to Iain Sudden Spiers and Nearest the Pin, David Haigh.
The Club Championship is coming up in November along with our Annual Dinner –
FRIDAY 23RD NOVEMBER.
Please look out for the flyers. ALL MEMBERS ARE WELCOME TO PLAY.

We have recently purchased some HKCC logo golf balls.
These are available to buy through Adrian at the cost of
HK$180 per dozen. Ideal for Christmas or birthday gifts.

Forthcoming Events
Friday 23rd November		

KAU SAI CHAU NORTH/SOUTH

				

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS

The event on Friday 7th December in MACAU has been moved to the New Year.
For enquiries concerning Golf lessons or forthcoming golf outings
e-mail golf@hkcc.org please contact me on 3511-8698 or 9722-2671
Adrian Waters
20
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Player profile:
Name Peter Darley
Age: 42
Team: A
Position: Centre-back (though I am a recovering goalkeeper)
When did you come to HK and why?

Best fitness advice...

My wife Aisling (pronounced Ash-ling in case
you were wondering) and I arrived in Hong Kong
in May 2011 along with our two kids, some fairly
raggedy cuddly toys and what seemed like Ireland’s
entire Barbie doll collection. We came to experience
something completely new, and to show Lauren and
James a different way of life.

Take care of yourself as well: hydration, cool-down and
recovery are as important as working hard (lately, I don’t seem
to be doing a particularly good job of following that advice!!!)

When did you first pick up a hockey stick?
I’m guessing I was 6 or 7
What is your most memorable hockey moment?
Two spring to mind: captaining my Club back home to
winning their first ever Irish Senior Cup, courtesy of
a last minute golden goal in a very dramatic replayed
cup final, and saving a penalty that helped Ireland
draw with Germany in the opening game of the World
Student Games.

If I could play hockey anywhere in the world it would be…
Anywhere other than Ireland in the freezing depths of winter
- though Hong Kong at the height of the 30 degree pre-season
does have its downsides as well. That’s the beauty of the game,
though - anywhere there’s a few people and a pitch, you seem
to find like-minded people, a bit of craic, and it just seems to
work. We were certainly very grateful for the warm welcome
that we received from hockey friends and the Cricket Club
when we arrived.

What is your most least memorable hockey moment?
China scoring a last-gasp golden goal winner to deny
the Irish Women’s squad a place at the Sydney Olympics
(I was part of the coaching team). Heartbreaking, when
the girls had given so much in search of their dreams.
Favourite food pre-match food/drink
Good angel says Gatorade and bananas, bad angel says
bacon buttie and Coke ….
Favourite post-match food/drink
Pretty much anything off the Sportman’s Bar menu
will do just fine…
On Saturday night I would most probably be...
Trying to avoid trouble and usually failing happily,
in good company, with a decent bottle of red wine
somewhere in the vicinity
On Sunday morning I would most probably be...
Asking myself why I stayed out so late and why in
god’s name I agreed to help coach James’ U6s rugby at
8am in the morning…
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Back in Ireland – Coaching Corinthians…..
The “thousand year stare”, “anyone at home”, “lock up your razor
blades”, “which way is the pitch”. In my defence, we were down to
10 men and had just let in a goal with five minutes left which meant
we’d miss out on qualifying for the national league finals.
Footnote: we scored again with about 30 seconds left in the game to
clinch qualification, mercifully, so all was well with the world again.

hockey

Friday 19th October
Hockey play barefoot
Lawn Bowls

HKCC HOCKEY PRESENTS

We play…

…study nature…

THE CHRI$TMAS PARTY

…and relax

FRI 7th DECEMBER 2012, 7:30
ONWARDS
The Function Suites
$598 per head,
$398 for section members
Book your seat via
your team captain
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Taverners vs Men’s Hockey Section XI,
5th October 2012, HKCC
Match report by Geaspar Byrne

the Taverners lost wickets with regularity. As the overs began
to run out and their innings drew to a close, the opposition
became increasingly frustrated with Macca's flighty and at
times mesmeric deliveries and by the end would have lost
three wickets to his inimitable bowling. The Taverners' innings
eventually petered out after 33 overs, setting the Section a
target of 176 runs to win. Game on.

The annual 35-over contest between the Taverners and
the Club's Hockey section has been an iconic and eyecatching fixture in the Club calendar for many years
now, but much like the Ryder Cup or Spain’s El Clasico,
its continuing relevance rests upon the close finishes
and high calibre of sporting endeavour for which it
has become known. After a heavy defeat in last year's
fixture, it was therefore vital that the Hockey section
give a better showing this time.
The latest instalment was held on Friday 5th October
in glorious conditions. Such was the commitment level
amongst the hockey boys, that in the run up to matchday, a net was even suggested (nice idea, never going
to happen). Yet despite the lack of practice, everything
else was in order come Friday afternoon when a select
XI containing representatives from all three of the
Section's men’s teams took to the field to do battle.

Our opening pair of Dan and Jem made a perfect start, putting
30-odd on the board in a very untroubled and business-like
fashion. With wickets falling fairly regularly around him,
Dan showed excellent technique and eventually retired on
33*. As our middle order maintained a healthy run rate, the
Taverners' bowling attack was not functioning as effectively as
they may have wished, resulting in captain Eric Goates cutting
an increasingly frustrated figure as he remonstrated with the
umpires and tried in vain to redefine the concept of a wide. As
the light faded, and with our opponents intent on readjusting
their field settings after practically every ball, progress was
inexorable. Chris Jenkins and Duncan McKay produced some
very powerful hitting lower down the order with the latter
directing a superb six towards the swimming pool during his
innings.
With the target homing into view and two wickets left in hand,
it was left to Macca to hit the winning few runs in the thirtieth
over and secure a memorable victory for the Section. Thanks
to the Taverners for another extremely enjoyable match. With
pride restored, we look forward to the Section's next outing on
the cricket field.

Having successfully negotiated the toss, captain
Mike Hurle put the Taverners into bat on a lively
looking astro track. The B's stalwart full-back Duncan
MacKay was selected to open the attack and with Mike
operating from the other end, they combined to serve
up as sustained a spell of hostile opening bowling as
the Taverners’ batsmen are likely to have witnessed
for at least a week. This relentless pressure had the
desired effect and, before long, thanks to a couple of
fine catches from Peter Darley and Mike, the Section
had their tails set firmly to the up position, whilst the
Taverners had pause for thought.
First change bowler for the Section was Chris Jenkins.
Operating off his full run up of approximately three
paces, Chris' bowling was surprisingly rapid and
extremely effective in pinning back the Taverners'
batsmen and denting their run rate following our
early successes. Mike rotated the Section's bowling
attack with aplomb, introducing Messrs Byrne (Snr),
Maynard, McIntosh (Macca) and Doubleday (Jem) in
turn. Through a combination of stingy bowling, great
athleticism in the field (Dan Clarke and MacKay in
particular) and the very tidy keeping of Ross Ryan,
24
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Pictures by David Jenkins
(See also Cricket - Page 18)

Out!

Do you have an AUSTRALIAN or
NEW ZEALAND PASSPORT?
Are you interested in saving 30%-50% off your Life, Critical
Illness & Income Protection insurance premiums?
Key Points

 Available to AUS & NZ passport holders living in HK or
other countries

 Easy application process
 Worldwide coverage, even if you move countries
 Insurance provided by long standing and reputable
insurance companies & banks

 Free existing insurance comparisons
 Airline Pilot Insurance is also available
Quote Example
38 year old male, non smoker with AUD1million of life
insurance is only AUD45.85 per month.
Contact Alex on (852) 9365-8409 or alex.walker@f-p.hk for
a no obligation quote. www.f-p.hk CIB License: 02018

Be inspired
Weight Watchers® fits around your life,
not the other way around! Find out how
flexible our weight loss plan really is.
Join Weight Watchers today!
Please join us
The Hong Kong Cricket Club
Meeting times
Thursdays 10am (check signage for room assignment)
Visit www.weightwatchers.com.hk or call 2813 0814 for
meeting details and current schedules.

HONG KONG
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Mark Taylor’s Notes From The Green

Men's "A" Team
VICTORY !!!! Church Bells, Hooters, Horn Blowing
etc… etc. (Many thanks to the Netball ladies)
Yes the moment you’ve all been waiting for has finally
arrived - we in the Lawn Bowls section are proud to
announce that HKCC will actually win something this
year !!
The Men’s “A” team, with three games left to play, are
the HKLBA, Men’s Rinks Fourth Division Champions.
Over a long and sometimes torrid season, (two away
teams not providing beer almost derailed the process)
the mighty ”A”s marched to victory after a record setting
first half of the season and a somewhat more difficult
second session. It is never easy for any of our sides to
play so many away games on different surfaces, but
skill, class, determination and a remarkable tolerance for
alcohol has finally seen us through.
Who will forget the cries of wonder from our opposition
when they eventually worked out just how much Roxy
Ho could drink during a game? The scenes of utter
astonishment caused when Peter Wong turned out, week
after week, still alive after all these years. And to cap it
all, the remarkable sight of our very own Volders berating
the team, his wife, the opposition and just about anyone
who stood in the way of him and the cool box. His use of
Anglo Saxon, Latin, Welsh and even Serbo-Croat swear
words was a testament to his poor and exceedingly long
education. An education, which saw him remaining in
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a Welsh School’s Form Five for over seven years!! Still
a record to this day, although I believe it is the norm in
Darlington. Luckily for him, completion of Form Five
remains a pre-requisite for a seat on General Committee
- the boy can dream.
IQ aside, Volders is still odds on favourite to take the
coveted title of “Best Skip” in the division, with Peter
Wong not that far behind him. Graeme Hand has done
a remarkable job as Captain of the side, the weight of
responsibility even making him buy and, importantly,
wear shoes for the first time in his life. The old stalwarts
of KY Li, Ian Marriott and even yours truly, have been
joined by the young guns of “Billy Bunter” Brian Hunter,
“Paddington” Clive Dawes (luckily the bars in Wanchai
sometimes close Saturday mornings, allowing him time
to make the bus) Howard the Duck, “Big Shoes” Roxy,
Sean the Sheep, Hayden “Happy Clapper” Yuen and
Damien (who actually starred in Flight of the Concorde)
MacDonald. In addition, a big thanks to those who have
filled in at short notice during the season - all doing a
fantastic job.
The other two teams are keeping the traditions of recent
HKCC Cricket sides alive, so more on their near misses
in the next issue.
Over to Alice who will keep you enthralled on the Ladies
tales of derring do in steamy Malaysia…….

lawn bowls

Alice Kan reports on a trip to Malaysia….

Maria See, Tony Ng, P.A. Chan and Alice Chan
participated in the Mahsuri Cup International
Tournament, organized by the Malaysia Lawn Bowls
Federation and sponsored by Dato Shukrie - held on
10th and 15th October on Langkawi Island.
The tournament dates conflicted with League matches,
but all, except Tony Ng, had, of course, obtained prior
‘approval’ for missing the games played within the
period of our absence. Tony Ng, Maria’s loving husband,
is in fact an experienced bowler but has somehow taken
an unusually long ‘gap year’ in his bowling career.
There were altogether 60 teams, including 2 from HKCC
and others from Malaysia, Hong Kong, Canada, Brunei,
Philippines and Singapore, etc , many of whom being
national teams.

The games were well attended, and played in the format
of groups for round-robin matches, followed by knockouts under both the winner and the loser pools. Apart
from facing some first-class players in the sport, we
had to struggle with the burning sun from above and
the hot carpet under our feet (and without any icy beer
– as alcohol was not allowed on the premises). We
played several rounds before being knocked out but
we did really enjoy the experience of playing in such
challenging games. The champions’ title finally went
to a Malaysian national team and the first runner-up to
a Philippines’ national team.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that, thanks to the
support from our Convenor, we were probably among
the best-dressed, though not best-skilled, teams in the
tournament!
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Notes from the Captain
Welcome back to Clare Crewdson who returns after a
summer of playing cricket in Europe. Clare is coaching
the younger Nettas again this season and will also
be training and playing with the seniors when her
cricketing commitments allow – a great addition to the
Section.
Amin’s fitness sessions on Saturday mornings are being
well attended – maybe improved fitness levels have
played a part in our great start?

What a fantastic start to the season – 6 out of 7 wins.
Well done everyone! I’m not sure I can remember an
opening to the season as good as this? Although only 6
out of 7 teams won, we couldn’t have done any better, as
the losing team was a derby match – let’s hope the good
start continues.
I hope that everyone is enjoying playing in the new
kit? Apart from the dodgy undershorts which, luckily,
you can’t see, I thought that everyone looked great last
Monday night! Kit Night was a great success. Well Done
Leith and Chincia for organising and to everyone who
helped distribute the kit on the night.

Well done to everyone who has signed up for an
umpiring course – we couldn’t play the games without
umpires. Your efforts are much appreciated.
Before I sign off, I want to thank everyone who is helping
the Section – as well as our lovely committee, we have
received lots of offers of help from the general section
with website, umpiring, coaching juniors and helping at
socials. I know that Gail is on the lookout for help with
the Nettas on a Wednesday afternoon, so if you have a
spare hour, then please let her know.
(gail.forey@polyu.edu.hk)
Until next month, let’s keep up the good run……

Lisel Pais of Fielders and David Varley were recently married in
Australia. Congratulations to you two !
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Team Report
Black Magic unmasked
According to Wikipedia, Black Magic refers to the use of
supernatural powers for evil and selfish purposes. Quite
a fitting name for the team who won the 2011/12 season
undefeated and has started the 2012/13 season with two
wins from two games!
This season, we’ve had to say goodbye to a couple of our
favourite witches (Gemma and Tiff, whom we wish the
best of luck in NZ and Malta respectively) and although
we are looking forward to a future netball or cricket star
from the Cooks, we are going to miss last season’s MVP
Tracee on the court which has led to a few changes....
Our back line of formidable defence in the form of
Jocelyn Williams, Danielle Taylor and Leah Gallie use
sleight of hand and illusion to ensure nothing gets past
them. Intercepts come easy to these three who can read
play like a nursery rhyme.
The supernatural centre court players are the new
combination of Emma Bibby, Leith Stewart and Marina
Andrew. They fly around the court on their brooms, their
speed and agility undeniable. They can usually be found
at the Club on a Saturday morning being tortured by
Personal Trainer Amin who is whipping us into shape!
In the magic circle you will be enchanted by the shooting
prowess of Krystle Edwards and the welcome return
of Nerida Rigg who are the tallest shooting pair in the
tournament and a frightening sight for any Goal Keeper.
The real tests for the new look Black Magic team will be
against HKFC Club team at 7 p.m. 5th November at the
HKFC and a rematch of last season’s final against the
Valley Panthers at 8pm on 26th November at the HKFC.
If you are interested in watching a hard fought match of
netball, come on down to the Football Club sports hall
and cheer on Black Magic!

2012/2013 Black Magic team:
Krystle Edwards (VC)
Nerida Rigg
Emma Bibby
Leith Stewart
Marina Andrew
Leah Gallie
Jocelyn Williams (C)
Danielle Taylor
Coach: Ron Arnold
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Team Portraits

Devils

Ron Arnold – Head Coach and
Donna Denise Crowhurst - Coach

Phoenix

Dragons

Fielders

Crickets
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Emma Bibby reports on…….
The 8th ASIAN NETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS – SRI LANKA 2012
"Festival of Netball" – where teams dare to dream and take centre stage.
The Asian Championships are the premier netball
tournament in the Asian Region, held every four years.
This year the 8th Asian Netball Championships were
held at the Sugathadasa Indoor Stadium in Colombo, Sri
Lanka, from 25th to 31st August. Defending champions,
Sri Lanka, were keen to retain their title on home soil
but competition was tough with teams from nine other
countries across the region vying to be number one in
Asia!
Laden with electrolytes, ankle tape and all things
Netball we gathered at HK international airport, bidding
farewells along with a quick rehearsal of the national
anthem . . . . Arise! Arise! Arise! Preparation in the lead
up to the games was intense, with most girls juggling
work or family commitments to train 4 times a week.
As the Hong Kong team doesn’t hit the international
stage very often, it is always difficult to assess our
potential. However, we have proven to be regular semifinalists at the Asian Championships and Champions
in 1993. Congratulations to the 5 HKCC netballers who
helped raise our Asian ranking form 5th to 4th – Jocelyn
Williams, Emma Bibby, Krystle Edwards, Pearl Yeung
and Emma Gregory.
GAMES
Game 1 - Hong Kong vs. Sri Lanka – Score: 38/81. Sri
Lanka were fresh from a two-month development camp
in Western Australia and boasted the world’s tallest goal
shooter, Tharjini Sivalingam, who stood at 206cm tall!
She netted 75 from 75 attempts and we had no answer
to this height despite some valiant defensive efforts. The
tenacity of team Hong Kong showed through in a muchimproved second half performance, despite the roars of
the home crowd. Special mention to Jocelyn Williams for
contending the world’s tallest!
Game 2 - Hong Kong vs. India – Score: 60/29 India
were an up and coming team with only 3 in the squad
boasting previous international experience. This lack
of experience showed through and Hong Kong sailed
through to win 60-29. A much needed win after the
previous day’s loss. Krystle Edwards deserves special
mention, helping herself to 41 goals!
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Game 3 - Hong Kong vs. Nepal – Score: 77/02. Nepal
only recently started playing netball with volunteer
Australian and British coaches (wearing flip flops).
They were never short of a smile and enthusiasm,
exemplifying the spirit of the tournament. The most
memorable moment was 3 cheers for ‘Australia’ at the
conclusion of the match. To this day, I’m not sure they
actually realised they were playing Hong Kong!!
Game 4 - Hong Kong vs. Japan – Score: 22/61. With a
position in the semi-final against Singapore already
booked, there was little riding on this match. Japan
were sporting a 43 year old multi-tasking goal keeper
and goal shooter and were improving with every game.
Japan also proved to be our number one support team
for the finals – Go Japan!

netball

First Semi Final - Hong Kong vs. Singapore. Score 27/53.
With former Silver Fern Kate Carpenter as head coach
and former Diamonds coach Jill Mcintosh as consultant
– Singapore weren’t short on expertise. The pool of
80,000 netball players in Singapore is well above Hong
Kong’s 2,000 and this eventually showed through. A
solid effort by Hong Kong who never gave up, despite
competing against a semi-professional side. A special
mention to Emma Gregory and Pearl Yeung - the young
girls in the team who didn't seem to be too fazed by the
top Singaporean competition. . . agile, cool heads and a
pair to be reckoned with.
3rd Place Playoff - Hong Kong vs. Malaysia – 27/56.
The bronze medal match against Malaysia was always
going to be hotly contested. As it turned out, the
Malaysians proved to be the superior team on the day
and although the score line was against us – we went out
cheering. . . some noting we were the 'loudest' team in
the tournament! Special mention to Emma Bibby who,
despite injury, took to the court for the final showdown.
FINAL SHOW DOWN
In a match between two undefeated teams, it was
Singapore who eventually edged out defending
champions Sri Lanka 48-47 to claim the Asian Netball
Championship crown in a thrilling climax. The all
important 48th goal coming in the last minute of play,
as a stunned crowd and, of course, Sri Lankan team
realized that they had been outplayed and Singapore
were Asian champions! The nation had reclaimed the

throne it won in 2005, but lost to Sri Lanka in 2009. A
little sad for the hosts, who had left no stone unturned in
their preparations… in the end, it was just the one goal
that made all the difference. However it was the best
team on the day who won the title.
The Championship received extensive media coverage,
with nearly 120 local and international media personnel
in attendance. A huge thank you must go to Sri Lanka
for all the hard work that went into organising such
a successful Tournament and we look forward to an
exciting 9th Asian Netball Championship in 2014 to be
hosted by defending champions, Singapore. The event
will serve as a qualifier for the 2015 World Netball
Championships – and Hong Kong will be there with all
guns blazing!
Three cheers for the 10 teams, the players, coaches,
managers and delegates and a special thank you to Sri
Lanka for organizing a splendid event.
Lastly, thanks to our couch Kirsty Kruger, our talented
physio Melanie Potgieter, our team manager Joanna
Graffen and, last but not least, our tireless HKNA
President – Ron Arnold - none of this is possible without
you.
Final Placings: Singapore, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Hong
Kong, India, Brunei, Maldives, Japan, Nepal, Pakistan
See you at the Hong Kong Tri-Nations in January 2013!
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Junior News
Gail Forey reports……

Thunderbirds

Unicorns
The season has well and truly started! All the Junior teams
have some matches under their belts. This year we have
a record number of Juniors registered – we have around
100 juniors playing netball at HKCC, and five teams in the
HKNA Junior Netball League (JNL).
Junior Netball starts with the 6-7yr olds. We’re lucky to
have Clare back to coach the 6-7yrs and 8-9yr olds. Ron,
our Head Coach, is there too, to help out. We would like
to involve more parents with these younger groups,
as this is where the basic skills are laid down and if the
ration of coaches and parent volunteer coaches is smaller,
the players get far more attention. So, if you’re looking for
some entertainment and some fun with young players, the
6-7year olds play 4:00-4:45pm and the 8-9yr olds play 5:456:45pm in the Sports Hall at HKCC - please come and join
us!
When players move into double digits, they are then eligible
to play in the league teams for HKCC. You can actually play
when you’re younger, but for some of our players this was
scary experience. The JNL is split into two age groups, U13s
and U19s. So 10 year old girls do face some very tall and
powerful 12 year olds!

Premier Cup and Plate, Development Cup and Plate.
Thunderbirds are in the Premier Cup and are undefeated
this season - beating AISHK Gallahs by 1 goal last weekend.
The Thunderbirds are made up of girls over 14 who have
now joined the adult league and are playing in different
teams with the seniors. So they train with the adults and
come together to play as a team in the JNL. Many of these
girls have also been selected to play in the HK national
squad for U16s and U21s.
Firebirds play in the Development Cup and Pegasus in
the Development Plate. The players in these teams are the
Black Magic and HK players of tomorrow. There’s some
tremendous potential both in the skills, team work and
commitment the girls show in training and on the court!
There are no finals this season. There are 4 games left for
the Primary teams – 3rd, 17th, 24th November at Tai Wan
Shan, Hung Hom, and 1st December at Far Hui Park, Prince
Edward. The Development and Premier will also play on
these dates and have an extra fixture on 8th December,
again at Fa Hui. So join us, and come and watch some fast
and furious Netball!
Finally, a big thank you to the players from Black Magic,
Devils and other teams in the senior league who have come
along to coach and umpire this season! It’s great to see more
of the seniors involved in the Junior section. Thank you!

We have two teams in the U13s’ division – Unicorns and
Bluebirds. For many of these girls, it’s their first league
match! They look impressive out on the court and hopefully,
many of them will grow to perhaps represent Hong
Kong one day? Well done to their coach! Girls commit to
giving up their Saturday afternoon to play in the league,
which means that they may miss out on a few parties or
other celebrations, but commitment to the team is a very
important element of team sports! The U13s’ division is
split into two leagues – Primary Cup, Bluebirds play in this
league, and Primary Plate, Unicorns play in this one. Good
luck for the rest of the competition girls!
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table tennis

2012 Annual Championship
The 2012 Championship will be held on Sunday 30th December at the
Club. All Members are welcome. Please sign up with Samson Lam (or
Sports & Recreation staff) at the Sports Desk. If there is enough interest,
the championship will be followed by dinner. Please contact either
Christina Lee, our team manager or myself for further details.
Simon Chan
Convenor
chan.simon@dorsey.com
shchrislee@gmail.com

2009 CLUB CHAMPION
MARCO CLARK
2010 CLUB CHAMPION
STAN TO
2011 CLUB CHAMPION
STAN TO

Training

The Training Centre

All sports require practice and training. Table Tennis
is no exception. After all, the sport is about a very
tiny ball (40 mm diameter) with lots of spin and
velocity generated by skilled players, making the
error of margin very small for the sport. Our training
coordinator, Kelly Sze, trains regularly at least a few
times a week both at the Club and at a professional
table tennis centre in town. After all, Hong Kong has
some of the best coaches in the world. Some of them
used to play for national or provincial teams from
mainland China. Kelly has kindly shared some of his
photos from his weekly training routine with us:

Tennis, come and talk to either Kelly, our team manager or
myself. We will show you the Shaolin temple of table tennis
and make you a champion!

The team is looking for the next Hong Kong champion.
We believe we have the right tools and contact at the
Club to train a rising star for Hong Kong. If you feel
you will one day want to represent Hong Kong in Table
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HSBC Asian Sevens Series 2012 Champions –
Hong Kong
Firstly, a huge congratulations to HKCC Rugby’s Tom McQueen, Alex McQueen, Ant Haynes and Simon Leung who were
part of the Hong Kong Sevens squad that claimed the HSBC Asian Rugby Sevens Series for the first time on 14th October
in Mumbai. A fantastic achievement gents and a great advert for HKCC Rugby – well done!

HKCC Players - Tom McQueen (not shown), Alex McQueen, Ant Haynes & Simon Leung

HKCC Rugby Season Opener Poolside Party
With the season underway across all senior grades on Saturday 6th October, HKCC Rugby hosted its annual season opener
party at HKCC Poolside. The 1XV, “Force” 4XV and “Raiders” 5XV boys were all celebrating solid victories that afternoon,
and the new members were introduced to the social side of HKCC Rugby. As always, the food, drink and hospitality were
top class, so a huge thanks to the HKCC staff for putting on such a great event.
Rather than giving a written account of the night, we’ll let the pictures do the talking this month.
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BIGGEST MATCH EVER!!!
by Matt Robinson

(very good win), Matt and Hugh but it just wasn’t enough
to stop the Footie Club turning us over and coming out
eventual winners, with a score of 21 matches to 14.
Many thanks to EVERYONE who played and made this
event the biggest it has ever been in the history of the two
Clubs.
Special thanks goes to the Football Club for hosting
a fantastic dinner afterwards and we certainly look
forward to revenge next year.
Next Event is Wing Ding – 24th November

v. Football Club
Junior report by Ellie Sackett
Saturday 6th October saw the BIGGEST team ever from
the Cricket Club go and play the annual match versus
Football Club.
A grand total of 45 players set out to try to produce the
result that we wanted.
The event kicked off at midday with 10 of the finest juniors
that HKCC could offer. All games were a very close
fought battle and our juniors did themselves proud but,
unfortunately, the Football Club came out on top with an
8-2 victory.
It was the adults’ turn next and with 35 matches to be
played the crowds gathered to watch some very exciting
matches.

Ten of our junior squashers kick started the first of our
friendly inter-Club matches this season on Saturday 6th
October. This was the first time we’ve had so many juniors
competing in the annual HKCC vs HKFC tournament setting
a new Club record of number of players in the team! It was
great to see how our juniors have progressed in playing
knowledge and skills since our last tournament against the
HKFC juniors in January.
The games were close and enjoyable with almost everyone
having a chance to mark the matches. This was a big help
and appreciated by the organisers! Congratulations to Lars
Ytterdal and Riaz Murray who won their matches 2-0 and
to Harriet Ho who managed to take a game off her stronger
opponent. At the end of the morning, HKFC were outright

First up were Lorenze, Claire, Emma and Ian. Not sure if it
was a case of nerves but all went down 0-3 and poor Emma
received a ‘war wound’ from her opponent and had to
retire from the match. Emma, hope all is well now for you.
The first win of the day for the adults was from Richard
‘Mad Dog’ Collis and he had a very tight tussle with Dave
Murray and eventually came out with a 3-2 victory.
Other close games that ‘could’ have gone our way were
from Arthur, Joy, Ellie, Anna, Bob, Thomas, Steve and
Brewski but, alas, they just couldn’t get in front and sadly
all went down.
Further wins came from Matt Ho, Simon(won by default
due to injury), Stephen Ho, Muzza and Sandra. Well done
to you all!
The Cricket Club were 6-12 down at this point and needed
some more wins.
During the course of the afternoon, there were some fine
displays of courage from HKCC and further wins came
from Terry, Brock, Sarge, Nuts, Stephen Tsang, Michiel
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The two most senior players in the junior competition HKFC’s Max Kerr (L) and HKCC’s Rory Nutman (R)

squash

winners by 8-2. However, we are back at HKFC courts on
World Squash Day, 20th October to redeem ourselves and
the players are keen on having a second shot at a team
victory as well as supporting WSF’s attempt to set a record
of the most number of matches ever played in one day to
raise attention of squash’s global popularity.

The two youngest players
of the day, HKCC’s Scott
Murray (L) and HKFC’s
Lewis Kerr (R), showing
great sportsmanship after
their match!

Our thanks to the HKFC for hosting us and the tasty
refreshments provided.

The Team: L to R Back Row: Rory Nutman, Nicholas
Ho, Harriet Ho, Eleanor Sackett, Tanya Advani, Riaz
Murray, Scott Murray. Front Row: Lucas Lacamp,
Trevor Ho, Lars Ytterdal

BACK THE BID – SMILES ALL ROUND:
all rivalry on court forgotten as the two teams happily
unite in their support of WSF’s (World Squash
Federation’s) bid for a place in the 2020 Olympic Games.

World Squash Day
By Angus Nutman
On 20th October, youth squash players from HKCC and
HKFC participated in a tournament which attempted to
promote Squash as a new addition to the 2020 Olympic bid.
Junior players from both Clubs competed in a tournament
where players went head to head in a beat of 3, 20 point
system. At the end of this, the scores ended up being 10
victories to each team and an overall draw between Team
Squash and Team 2020.
Motivation was high as parents and coaches were out to
inspire the children to participate and, although some
did not win, there was fun involved nevertheless. The
radar gun challenge was also in progress - everyone was
challenged to hit the ball as hard as they could against the
wall and whoever attained the fastest speed won a small
prize. There was lots of energy around the courts as those
who were not playing were encouraged to learn the scoring
and refereeing system. Therefore, many children were
excited about trying to help everyone else.

I saw a lot of spirit amongst the youngsters and, overall,
thought the tournament was a success as learning and
participating are two important virtues and both were
practised on the day.
It was a enjoyable experience.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

CARDIO TENNIS
Cardio Tennis is a fun group activity featuring drills to
give players of all abilities an ultimate, high energy
workout. Cardio Tennis includes a warm-up, cardio
workout, and cool down phases. If you are looking for
a great new way to get in shape and to burn calories,
you must try Cardio Tennis.
CARDIO “KEEP FIT” TENNIS is a 60 minute clinic that will really get your
body moving! It is meant to burn off the calories and uses a lot of energy!
You can join in this at any level, as the intention is that you are always
moving and hitting. It is not a technique based class, but rather a
cardiovascular workout with a lot of ball hitting. Cardio Tennis is a big
sensation in the US, Australia & Europe, and we hope you will give it a try.

Itʼs a “weekly sign up” session, which means you only
commit to coming when you have time, so gives you the
flexibility to work other things around in the week.

Every Tuesday 8-9 & 9-10am

Every Thursday 7-8 & 8-9am
COST : $165 (60 minutes)
(min 4 pax, max 6 pax)

Sign up at the Sports Desk or email Jason at jasonlijewski@hkcc.org
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Tiger Tennis Programme
for 4-6 year olds

TIGER TENNIS is a specially designed programme for kids
from 4-6 years. In this programme, they will learn basic
hand eye co-ordination, racquet & ball skills and technique
on basic strokes and, more importantly, have FUN. We use
modified equipment such as mini-racquets, soft balls, mininets and mini-courts and, every now and then, special miniball machines are used for variety. This is a great way to
groom their skills and confidence before moving onto a full
size court. Also, all the kids will receive a TIGER TENNIS
T-Shirt at the beginning of each term, just to make them feel
a little more special.
We also have a great coaching team with a wealth of
experience working with children of this age and they will
be doing a number of sessions throughout the week. Angie
& Chatt will take care of your kids.
Lessons are 55 minutes and we prefer to take the majority
of these lessons in the Indoor Sports Hall, but we will also
have an outdoor mini-court, so there will be both indoor
and outdoor options.
Application forms available at the Sports Desk and
Reception, or for more details email juniortennis@hkcc.org

1st Floor, Parker House, 72 Queen’s Road C.
Tel. 2522 7856, 2522 7944
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Recent Event
Club Championships - Men’s Doubles
OPEN

Winners: Sean Cooper & Graeme Foster

Runners Up: Alex Herrera & Adrian Montesinos

CLOSED

Winners: Cristian Banks & Sam Maddox
Runners Up: John Brewster & Justin McLaughlin

Tennis Tip of the Month - Mitch Denman
DOUBLES TIPS 15-FINAL
Doubles Tennis Tip #15
Where are you when the point is finished?
The area around the service line requires the most tennis
skill to play effectively. In fact, it is often called no-man's
land, suggesting that you should never be there. While this
is not true, because many times, attacking or defending,
you should be there, you should leave that area as soon as
possible.
It is easier to defend at the baseline and much easier to win
at the net, so leave that difficult area when you can. Many
league tennis players get to the service line and then spend

the rest of the point there. In fact, I see it so often, that I call
that area in my lectures "home," as so many tennis players
do not attack further once the get to that area and they are
happy and contented to finish the point there. Home to me
is the net. Where is it to you?
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Jackie Mantle reports on…..

The Laura Trayford Tournament
This year, it was HKCC’s turn to host the annual Tennis
Tournament against KCC in memory of our dear friend
Laura Trayford, who died two years ago of Ovarian
Cancer. Laura was a member of both Clubs playing tennis
and representing KCC in the day league and HKCC in the
night league. It was only natural that all her friends get
together every year to play tennis, laugh and drink...all
the things that Laura loved (not necessarily in that order!)
We had 3 courts for some fun, competitive tennis. One
court was reserved for the serious tennis players, another
court had handicap rules for the less serious players and
those who wanted to play with some fun were relegated
to the Fun Court where penalties were awarded for double
faults, and any inappropriate behaviour or language! From
the photos, you can see who were the naughty ones!
After 3 hours of some amazing and very amusing tennis,
especially on the fun court where they had to play with
kids’ soft training balls, we had a tie result. It was decided
by our special guest Mike Trayford (Laura’s husband) that
the winner would be determined in true Laura style - by
a Boat Race! Well, without mentioning any names of the
3 lightweights representing HKCC, all 3 KCC contenders
emptied their glasses before our first glass was even half
empty! Looks like I will have to organize more drinking
socials rather than tennis socials from now on! Next year,
KCC have already decided they will organize a Biathlon of
Tennis and Boat Racing!
A big thank you to all the players representing HKCC
(Mandy Acton, Alice Ng, Lucy Chow, Sarah Gold, Alicia
Langleducke, Charlotte Greenwood, Robyn Atkinson, Ella
Stearns, Michele Windsor, Dawn Volsch, Debbie See, Celina
Dyus, Debbie Blount, Martha Winfield, and our juniors,
Rachel Winfield, Lucas Lecamp, Emily Mantle, Josh Mantle
and Oliver Taylor. Thank you to all the supporters who came
along to cheer, laugh and support their teams and thank
you to Nigel Stearns and Mike Trayford who presented
the Winners’ Trophy to KCC, winner of this year’s Laura
Trayford Annual Memorial Tournament.
We raised an incredible total of HKD 11,500. Special thanks
to my little helpers, Lucas Lecamp, Josh Mantle and Oliver
Taylor who collected and ensured all donations went safely
into the Collection Box. I really have to thank everyone for
donating so generously, especially to all the members and
guests who donated. The money raised will go to Target
Ovarian Cancer - The Laura Trayford Tribute Fund.
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As a fitting memory to Laura, please could everyone read
the information below from our fellow tennis member
Dr. Annette Poon:
Ovarian cancer is a nasty disease originating from the ovaries. It
usually affects women older than 55. Risk factors for developing
this cancer include a family history of cancer (of ovaries, but
also of breast, bowel or uterus), personal history of cancer (of
breast, bowel or uterus), never being pregnant and being on
hormonal therapy for 10 years. The symptoms of this disease
are usually non-specific, therefore hindering the diagnostic
process; they include a bloated sensation, nausea, indigestion,
constipation, pressure sensation in the pelvis or back. Other
symptoms may include abnormal bleeding, needing to urinate
often or shortness of breath. The diagnosis may be suspected
upon pelvic exam and/or on ultrasound of the pelvis. The extent
of disease can be determined by CT scan. There isn’t a standard
screening test for ovarian cancer but a pelvic ultrasound may be
worthwhile (simple, relatively cheap with no radiation issues).
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November Wine Dinner
Kumeu River & Millton Vineyards, Iconic New Zealand Wineries
We are delighted to be able to hold a wine dinner event combining these
wineries which are rated as producing the best New Zealand wines.
Participants will enjoy iconic wines with each course – specially
designed by Chef Simon. A unique Event that must not be missed !
Date:
Time:
Venue:
Price:

Wednesday 7th November 2012
7:00 p.m. – 10:30 p.m.
Function Suites
$468 per Member ; $498 per Member's Guest (18 years and over)

Kumeu River was established
in 1944 with the Brajkovich family
continually demonstrating a
sense of tradition, innovation and
dedication. Chardonnay, their
most recognized grape varietal,
has received many international
accolades and awards.

Function Suites

Millton has a "grown not made"
philosophy that duo James
and Annie Millton follow to ensure
their wines portray a sincere
expression of Gisborne terroir.
Considered pioneers in biodynamic
wine, Millton Vineyards have been
crafting wine using low-impact
techniques since their very
beginnings in 1984.

Menu
Welcome Drink
Kumeu River Village Chardonnay 2009
Millton Riverpoint Viognier 2010
House Cured Salmon
Blood Orange Segments, Beetroot,
Red Pak Choi, Caviar & Chardonnay
Vinegar Dressing
Kumeu River Estate Pinot Gris 2010
Millton Clos de Ste Anne Viognier 2010
Baked Half Lobster Thermidor
with Grilled Asparagus & Potato Gnocchi
Kumeu River Estate Chardonnay 2009
Opou Vineyard Chardonnay 2010
Confit of Organic Chicken
Wild Mushroom Risotto and Truffle Oil
Kumeu River Estate Pinot Noir 2007
Millton Te Arai Chenin Blanc 2010
Epicure Cheese Plate
Harbourne Blue and French Brie
with Quince Paste, Sesame Wafers and Walnuts
Kumeu River Mate's Vineyard Chardonnay 2009
Millton Clos de Ste Anne Chardonnay 2010
Coffee or Tea
Petits Fours

December Champagne, Vodka, Oyster and
Caviar Pairing Party
Walk around pairing party evening to enjoy the Champagne Bollinger
Special Cuvée and Vodka Grey Goose with Oyster and Caviar.
Date:

Thursday 6th December 2012

Time:

7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Venue: Long Room
Price:

$638 per Member; $698 per Member’s Guest
(18 years and over)
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Club Sommelier’s Recommendation
Wine of the Month Available at all catering outlets
Peter Lehmann Art Series
Shiraz Grenache
Grenache is rich and full bodied.
Shiraz has a delightful softness
and elegance, producing a
wine more medium bodied
in style.

Mansion House Bay,
Sauvignon Blanc 2011,
Marlborough New Zealand
A medium-bodied wine, showing
intense, pungent fruit flavours of
passionfruit and grapefruit. A clean,
refreshing acidity that carries the
distinctive gooseberry flavours on
the long, crisp finish.

Special Wine Order
Providing the opportunity to buy the world’s rare and high rating fine wine.
Limited purchase to 6 bottles per Member.
Hurry while stocks last.
Regular price $2,088 per bottle
Special Price $1,888 per bottle
Please email to wine@hkcc.org

Both achieved
Robert Parker
Rating 99pts

Torbreck’s flagship wine, Run Rig, is made from 40 to 120-year-old Shiraz vines with some co-fermented Viognier
(usually around 3%), tips the scales between 14 -15% alcohol, and is aged 30 months in French oak. In contrast to
the way they taste upon release, neither the 1998 or 1997 Run Rig revealed any oak.
2001 Torbreck Run Rig
A Syrah Dry Red Table wine from
Barossa Valley, South Australia, Australia
RP Rating 99pts
The youngest Run Rig, the 2001, should equal the 1998 as it is almost a clone aromatically, texturally, and flavourwise, just much younger. This opaque purple-colored beauty should near perfection over the next 10-15 years.
Constantly flirting with perfection, the 2001 Run Rig is a worthy successor to the blockbuster, surreal 1998. A blend
of 97% Shiraz and 3% Viognier, this is Torbreck’s flagship offering.
2002 Torbreck Run Rig
A Syrah Dry Red Table wine from
Barossa Valley, South Australia, Australia
RP Rating 99pts
The 2002 Run Rig (97% Shiraz and 3% Viognier aged in 100% new French oak) represents the essence of old vine
Barossa fruit. Extraordinarily opulent and rich, but playing it closer to the vest than the 2001, it gets my nod as one of
the most remarkable wines made in either the Southern or Northern Hemisphere. An inky/purple colour is accompanied
by a sumptuous bouquet of apricots, honeysuckle, black raspberries, blackberries, licorice, and a hint of roasted
meats. The wood has been soaked up by the wine’s extraordinary concentration. Fashioned from four sectors of
Barossa (Maranaga, Koonunga Hill, Moppa, and Greenock), it spent 30 months in primarily new oak, and was bottled
without fining or filtration. Anticipated maturity: 2007-2020+.
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Wine & Beer Tasting
• For members and their guests aged 18 and above.
• Selected accompaniments to be served.
• ADMISSION Fee $68 per person per tasting event.
• Full refund on wine / beer purchase at the Tasting Party.
• 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
November Wine Tasting
Taste the different characteristics from California!
Friday 9th November

December Wine Tasting
Selected wines for the Holiday Season!
Friday 7th December
November Special :
Selected Premium English Ale
Thursday 8th November

Schramsberg Mirabelle Brut Méthode
Champenoise, North Coast, California MV
Wine Spectator - 93pts ('MV)
Freeman Pinot Noir, Russian River Valley,
California 2010
Wine Spectator - 91pts ('09)
Landmark Steel Plow Syrah, Sonoma Valley,
California 2007
IWC - 91pts ('07)

Beverage Promotion
Special Drinks Promotion

Hot Mocktail – Ginger Delight
Muddled Fresh Ginger and
Lemon with Honey
- A perfect winter drink.

GENUINE Muscle Milk
is now available!

Mocktail – Fresh Fruit with Yakult
Kiwi
Mixed Berries
Mango
Strawberry

Monthly Beer Promotion
Selected premium English Ale
- Purity Pure Gold
- St Austell Admirals Ale
Regular Price at $50 per bottle
Special Price $45 per bottle

Outlet Specials
Weekend Gourmet Brunch – available on Saturday, Sunday and
Public Holidays, from 12 noon to 3 p.m.
$350 Brunch only
(age 15 and above)
$685 Brunch and
Free-flow Champagne Pierre Paillard
(age 18 and above)
Optional $108 Sommelier Flight
(4 glasses of 90ml, 2 red and 2 white)
November 2012 The Pinkun
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Oyster Counter
Available on Friday and Saturday Evening,
from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Fresh oysters from France, Australia, Scotland…..

Sunday Roasts for November
4th
11th
18th
25th

Shoulder of Pork with homemade apple sauce and crackling
U.S. Chuck Eye Roll with Yorkshire pudding
Baked Gammon Ham with honey and mustard
Beef Wellington with red wine sauce

All served with Soup and Vegetable accompaniments
12:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

$108 per person
Children’s price (3 – 12) $88
is available at Sportsman’s Bar

Chef Specials for Autumn & Winter
秋冬精選
青胡椒爆海蝦
Sautéed Prawns with Green Peppercorns
四川家常牛腩
Braised Beef Brisket with Chilli Broth in Sichuan Style
豉汁煎釀原條鯪魚
Pan-fried stuffed Cantonese Carp with Black Bean Sauce
甜梅菜扣肉煲
Stewed Pork Belly with Sweet Preserved Vegetables
炸薑茸貴妃雞
Poached Chicken topped with Crispy Minced Ginger
石窩腊味糯米飯
Stir-fried Glutinous Rice with Preserved Meat served in Stone Pot
For enquiry, please call to 35118668 or email fnb@hkcc.org
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Wine and Food Fair 2012
15th November (Thursday)
Function Suites – from 6:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Glassware sponsored by:

Highlights of the event:
• A wide selection of over 100 fine wines from over 30 different wineries
in Australia, New Zealand, Chile, Argentina, France, Italy, Portugal, Spain,
South Africa and USA will be showcased at the Wine Fair. Over 80% of
wine achieved Robert Parker ratings 90+.
• Japanese Sake Section will be available in the evening.
• 30 professional Wine Ambassadors will gladly guide you through the wine
collection and give recommendations on different wines for special occasions.
• Showcase of a wonderful food selection from the Club’s Takeaway Order List.
Great ideas for your festive celebration.
• Wine & Cheese Pairing Section with a Cheese Expert.
• 2 sessions of Lucky Draw will be at 8:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Wine game for every participant: You may win a special super Screwpull
Wine Opener!
• Lucky Draw Prizes include:
- Vintec 32-bottle wine cellar value $4,380
Lucky Draw Prizes:
- Christmas Party Wine Hamper value $2,380
- 20 bottles of Magnum Fine Wine
Entrance Fee: $150 per Member;
$200 per Member’s Guest
Each participant will receive $100 worth
of coupons for wine purchase at the Fair.

Cheeses distributed by Classified Bread and Cheese

Enrolment form is available at Club Reception. For enquiry, please call 3511 8611 or email to fnb@hkcc.org
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Chef Simon discusses Organics…..
Organic Products
We will be introducing certified organic meat and poultry products
in the Club. This is not a gimmick as it has taken months of research,
working with suppliers from Australia.
The Kids’ Menu will feature organic beef and chicken products Bolognese sauce, lasagna, burgers, chicken and beef stir fry with
noodles.
Main Menus will include options for stir fries and noodle dishes, as
well as steaks and chicken dishes.
The beef contains Omega 3. Being a “good fat”, Omega 3 will
ensure a high enough absorption level of fat soluble vitamins A,
D, E and K, needed for resistance against infection and
promoting healthy skin, eyes, heart, circulation, blood clotting
and strong bones.
ORGANIC FARMING
General Requirements
Farmers must follow these standards for three years before they
can be certified as Organic.
During the first year, produce is sold as non-organic and, in the
second and third years, can be sold as “In Conversion Organic”.
Only after the third year can it be sold as “CERTIFIED ORGANIC”
Every site is audited at least once every 12 months in order to
maintain the Organic Status.
Auditors check inputs and production records, take samples of
traceability and products and also visually inspect the facility to
see what is happening.
ORGANIC MEAT AND POULTRY
Organically-grown animals are free-range, with access to organic
pasture for their entire lives.
Any grains, hay or other feeds must be organic, with up to 5%
chemical-free, non-organic feed allowed only where absolutely
necessary.
Feeds may also be supplemented with items such as seaweed,
minerals, natural vitamins, etc., required for a balanced diet.
The use of synthetic nitrogen supplements, growth promotants and
hormones is prohibited.
To be sold for organic meat, animals must be grown organically
from the last trimester as a fetus onwards.
“Organic is not a luxury; it’s how food is supposed to be.”
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• HKCC eNews • DotCod eNews • HKCCPC eNews notice •
If you are interested in receiving a copy, please forward your latest e-mail address to the Recreation Department at: recreation@hkcc.org.
For more information on coming events, please visit the HKCC website homepage: www.hkcc.org and click on Social News & Events, then
Forthcoming News/Events.

Club Events Calendar
November
3rd (Saturday)
DotCod Dinner & Show The Bootleg Beatles
DotCod & HKAPA

15th (Thursday)
Christmas Wine & Food Fair
Function Suites

7th (Wednesday)
Wine Dinner –
Kumeu River & Millton,
Iconic New Zealand Wineries
Function Suites

17th (Saturday)
Annual Tennis Ball
Poolside

18th (Sunday)
Last Sunday Splash-in for 2012
The Pool

9th (Friday)
Monthly Wine Tasting
spinners

13th (Tuesday)
Christmas Bazaar
Function Suites

30th (Friday)
Club Quiz Night
Function Suites

6th (Thursday)
Champagne, Vodka,
Caviar and Oyster
Pairing Party
Long Room

Please refer to the Club
Christmas Programme Booklet
for the events in December

December

7th (Friday)
Monthly Wine
Tasting Evening
spinners

Racing Fixtures
Nov

Sun
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sun
Wed
Sat
Fri

4th
7th
10th
14th
18th
21st
25th
28th

Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Sha Tin
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley

Dec

Sun
Wed
Sun
Wed
Sun
Wed
Sat
Fri

2nd
5th
9th
12th
16th
19th
22nd
28th

Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
November 2012 The Pinkun
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Christmas Cards are
available on the day!

13th November (Tuesday)
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Function Suites
Free Admission

Please bring your cash
and prepare your wish list.

See you on the day!
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30th November (Friday)
Time:
Venue:
Price:
		

7:30 p.m.
Function Suites
$290 per Member, $340 per Member’s Guest
(includes Dinner)

Serious Thinking….

Team Format

Yeah! We got it!

: Teams to be maximum of 6 people with at least two being Club Members

		 Sign up for your team now to avoid disappointment!
For enquiry and enrolment form - please contact Members Service Department
on 3511 8678 or via email events@hkcc.org

November 2012 The Pinkun
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Welcome to the

Function Suites......
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The perfect venue for Private Functions –
Gala Occasion, Anniversary, Wedding, Birthday, Lunch,
Dinner Gathering, Cocktail Reception, Meeting or Seminar.
Please contact the Marketing and Events Department
on 3511 8678 or events@hkcc.org

November 2012 The Pinkun
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Children’s Fun Cor ner
Colouring Competition -

Birds of a Feather

Age Group 1
3-6 Years

Age Group 2
7 Years and over

Please submit your entry by Monday 19th November
Entry forms for this Competition are available at Reception or can be downloaded from www.hkcc.org

October Pinkun:

Kids’ Funtime

Colouring
Winners of
Competition HALLOWEEN

Join the Dots and Colour

Age Group 1

Age Group 2

Alicia Chan
Amy Fryer
Mia Platt

Alexandria Platt
Georgina Williams
Alexandra Williams

Age Group 1
Samantha Welsh
Tian Yun Chiu
Sienna Rigg

Age Group 2
Douglas Leung
Eliza Sherry
Erin Armitage

November 2012 The Pinkun
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Friday 19th October
Over 60 Members and guests enjoyed a Burgundy Wine Dinner.
The President of the world renowned Vineyard, M. Gilles de Courcel of Domaine Chanson Pere & Fils, was present
to impart further knowledge on the wines. Chef Robert Tam prepared a Chinese cuisine to match the wines.
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staff news

During summer, we arranged for some of our staff
to attend a 2-day “Hygiene Manager Course”; it
was aimed at strengthening food safety supervision
in food premises and
conformed to the licence
requirement.

The Perfect Match – Sashimi & Sake - a Training
session was held on 18th September, providing
general sake knowledge to the F & B service staff.

Summer days are hot
and humid in Hong
Kong, especially
for staff who have
to perform manual
work outdoors and
are at high risk of
suffering from heat
stroke. Ground staff
were sent to attend a workshop on “Prevention
of Heat Stroke at Work in a Hot Environment”,
to provide training on this subject and control
measures for minimizing occupational hazards in a
hot environment.
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What is Exercise…..
…….. and its Benefits?
Amin provides the Answers
When we talk about exercise, we nearly always
refer to physical exercise. Exercise is the physical
exertion of the body - making the body do a physical
activity which results in a healthy or healthier level of
physical fitness and both physical and mental health.
In other words, exercise aims to maintain or enhance
our physical fitness and general health. People
exercise for many different reasons. Some of them are
included below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengthening muscles
Optimizing the cardiovascular system
Practising specific athletic skills
Controlling bodyweight
For fun
To socialize

People don't exercise for various reasons. A study
found that stress levels and cultural considerations
affect how much and for what reasons college
students exercise.
There are three broad Intensities of exercise:
• Light exercise: The person is able to talk while
exercising. Going for a walk is an example of light
exercise.
• Moderate exercise: The person feels slightly out
of breath during the session. Examples could be
walking briskly, cycling moderately or walking up
a hill.
• Vigorous exercise: The person is panting during
the activity. The person feels his/her body is being
pushed much nearer to its limit, compared with
the other two intensities. This could include 		
running, cycling fast and heavy weight training.
Exercise can be divided into three broad categories,
aerobic, anaerobic, and agility training:
Aerobic exercise
Aerobic exercise has the aim of improving the body's
consumption of oxygen. The word aerobic means
“with oxygen”. Aerobic refers to our body's use of
oxygen in its metabolic process (energy-generating
process). Most aerobic exercises are done at moderate
levels of intensity for longer periods, compared
with other categories of exercise. An aerobic exercise
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session involves warming up, exercising for at least 20
minutes, and then cooling down. Aerobic exercise involves
mainly the large muscle groups.
Aerobic exercise is generally performed at a moderate level
of intensity over a long period. Running for 20 minutes
is an aerobic exercise, while sprinting 200 meters is not.
Playing badminton for 30 minutes is an aerobic activity
if the movements of the players are fairly continuous.
Golf, on the other hand, is not seen as aerobic, because the
heart rate has not been raised at a sustained level for long
enough.
Aerobic exercise is considered to have the following
benefits:
• Strengthens the muscles that are involved in respiration
- exercises that facilitate the flow of air in and out of the
lungs
• Strengthens and enlarges the heart muscle. This 		
improves aerobic conditioning - pumping of blood and
the heart rate (lowers the pulse of a person when he/		
she is resting)
• Tones muscles throughout most of the body
• Reduces blood pressure.
• Improves circulation.
• Raises the number of red blood cells, which in turn 		
facilitates transportation of oxygen
• Improves mental health.
• Reduces the risk of heart disease and cardiovascular 		
problems.
• Stimulates bone growth (high impact aerobic exercise),
reduces risk of osteoporosis.
• Increases stamina or endurance. Aerobic activity 		
increases the body's ability to store energy molecules 		
such as fats and carbohydrates within the muscle.
• Increases blood flow through muscles.
• Improves muscles' ability to use fats during exercise, 		
thus preserving the intramuscular glycogen.

gym news
What is Anaerobic exercise?
The aim of anaerobic exercise is to build power,
strength and muscle. The muscles are exercised at
high intensity for short durations. A short duration
usually means no more than about two minutes.
Anaerobic means without air. Anaerobic exercises
improve our muscle strength and our ability to
move with quick bursts of speed. When thinking of
anaerobic exercise, think of short and fast or short and
intensive.
Anaerobic exercises include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weight lifting
Sprinting
Intensive and fast skipping (with a rope)
Interval training
Isometrics
Any rapid burst of hard exercise

Oxygen is not used for energy during anaerobic
exercise. During this type of exercise, a by-product
- lactic acid - is produced. Lactic acid contributes to
muscle fatigue and must be used up during recovery
before that muscle can be subjected to another
anaerobic session. During the recovery period,
oxygen is used to give the muscle a refill - to replenish
the muscle's energy that was used up during the
intensive exercise.
Overall, anaerobic exercise uses up fewer calories
than aerobic exercise. The cardiovascular benefits of
aerobic exercises are greater than the cardiovascular
benefits of anaerobic exercises. However, anaerobic
exercise is better at building strength and muscle
mass, while still benefitting the heart and lungs. As
you build more muscle you will burn more fat, even
at rest. Muscles burn more calories per unit volume
than any other tissue in the body. A muscular person
burns more calories than a non-muscular person,
even if while he/she is resting.
How Does Anaerobic Exercise Work?
When a short, intensive burst of activity occurs, there
is a temporary shortage of oxygen being delivered to

the working muscles at first. The production of anaerobic
energy creates a by-product; lactic acid. As mentioned
above, lactic acid causes muscle fatigue, which is the
reason the session cannot last long. However, after regular
training the person's body becomes better equipped to
handle lactic acid. After several practice sessions, the body
becomes better at getting rid of lactic acid - it also learns
how to produce less of it. The body also produces buffers
that postpone the onset of fatigue during an anaerobic
session.
Anaerobic exercises offer the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The exerciser gets stronger
The exerciser experiences growth in muscle mass
Strengthens bones
Strengthens and protects the joints
Helps control bodyweight
The exerciser can withstand a greater buildup of lactic
acid and other waste substances, and can eliminate 		
them more rapidly

What is agility training?
Agility training aims to improve a person's ability to speed
up and slow down, change directions while maintaining
balance and control. In tennis, for example, agility training
helps the player maintain control over his/her court
positioning through good recovery after each shot. A
crucial skill in tennis is to be able to position yourself in
the court so that you can hit the ball to maximum effect.
Agility does not only help the tennis player get to the ball
more effectively and set up for a better shot, it also gives
him/her better balance in order to hit the ball.
Agility training is practised extensively by people who
play certain sports where positioning, coordination,
balance and the ability to suddenly change posture and
speeds are essential.
Agility includes speed, strength, balance and coordination.
The following sports are known to require agility:
•
•
•
•
•

Tennis
Soccer
Rugby
Squash
Hockey
November 2012 The Pinkun
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RACE REPORT
HKCC Aberdeen Amazing Race 2012
Spirits were high and the mood was confident as the
ladies and gents from the Rugby Section of HKCC
gathered for the ninth HKCC Aberdeen Amazing
Race, sponsored again by Mes Amis in conjunction
with Carlsberg. A gusty breeze from the T1 tropical
cyclone tempered the scorching sunshine which made
for perfect conditions for this year’s Amazing Race.
Pre-season training with a unique twist, the Amazing
Race challenges the mind, encourages teamwork and
pushes the boundaries, at the same time, testing the
ability to drink beer, have fun and laugh in the face of
adversity.
The twelve teams who had signed up for this year’s
Amazing Race were in for an extra surprise when
they checked in at Mes Amis at the start of the Race.
Two carriages in the shape of The Amazing Big
Bus were waiting to whisk the contestants off on a
Magical Mystery Tour. The Amazing Race had started
even before an envelope had been opened. Where
were they going and which Big Bus would be first to
arrive? Whilst some teams were content to stay on
the bus all day, drinking beers and taking in the sights
and sounds of Wanchai and Central, other teams were
keen to get going. The Big Buses soon arrived at their
destination and the starting point of The Amazing
Race – the Outlying Ferry Pier. We were all heading
for Lantau.
With the straggler who missed The Big Bus (Stevie
Lai) losing 100 points before the Amazing Race
began, everybody boarded the ferry with some
trepidation, having spotted Ashley at the pier
with an ominous bag of delicacies to challenge the
contestants. As the ferry chugged out of the harbour,
each team was invited up to the front to partake in
the food challenge, much to the amusement of the
other passengers. The lucky ones punched the air in
jubilation as they were rewarded with a chocolate or a
brussel sprout, the less fortunate made heavy work of
the duck’s tongue and the seasoned tripe. Well done
to Julie of Living Legends who struggled so valiantly
with the tripe. It was touch and go but she managed
to hold it down! Good effort also by Ali, gamely
assisted by her friend Tabasco, and Helen, helped
along by a pair of scissors and lashings of beer. As
for Glenn, he earned himself a 4-second penalty for
giving it all back.

On the Big Bus at the start of the Amazing Race

This year’s Amazing Race, largely powered by i-phones
and blue taxis, took contestants all over Lantau, from the
Silvermine Cave and Waterfalls to Palm Beach where
Karl, Lilly and Ashley orchestrated the kayak challenge.
Well done to the Cheezy Lobsters for coming in first in
this challenge in an impressive 7.37 minutes, closely
followed by Cheesy Madness just 3 seconds behind.
Sterling effort by Glenn who finished the challenge in
10.20 minutes, giving his team ample time to enjoy their
beers on the beach. From the Teepees of Palm Beach to
the Bodhisattvas surrounding the Big Buddha where an
elusive Debs was meditating with the monks and handing
out cookies; and from the Big Buddha to Wisdom Path
where the inscribed posts and Chinese characters caused
more than a little consternation for several teams.

Contemplating the next clue
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The Amazing Race

In search of the elusive pink dolphins

The next stop was the quaint fishing village of Tai O
where the contestants had to board a boat in search of
pink dolphins – an Amazing sight if you were lucky
enough to spot them, but a pleasant boat ride through
the old fishing village on stilts if you didn’t. Helpful
shopkeepers got into the spirit of the Amazing Race
and happily doled out dried seafood at $1.00 a bag,
and pointed the contestants in the right direction for
$18 Husbands. And one canny boatman thought
Christmas had come early as he volunteered to ferry
contestants to the next stop for big bucks. He had
already worked out that the next checkpoint was at
the other end of Tai O, the picturesque Hau Wong
Temple where Dawn was waiting with her rugby
balls and her Laws, ready to challenge the contestants
on their moves. The final clue took the contestants
to the Yat Tung Estate in Tung Chung where an
Alternative Art Walk showcases the work of some of
Hong Kong’s finest artists, and where a very patient
Lilly sat with the buffalo and the geese, waiting for
the teams to check in. Having checked in with Lilly,
all that was left was for the teams to get themselves
back to Tsim Sha Tsui for the After Race Party at Mes
Amis, to celebrate the end of an Amazing day.

to catch some rampaging buffalos on video – running
at them shouting “RAH” just didn’t get them moving.
Congratulations to Leighton Heat for winning The HKCC
Aberdeen Amazing Race with 3,300 points and becoming
the 2012 Kings of the Kong. Well done to The Team with
No Main for coming in second with 3,100 points – they
may have done better if they had traded the husbands in
for $18 and become The Team with 4 Mains. As for the
Refreshing G&T’s and the Mousquetaires Anonymes ...
they got waylaid by Pastis and the rugby after the 2nd
checkpoint and missed out on an Amazing day out. The
Scarecrow, however, did manage to put in an appearance
at the finishing line, albeit a little worse for wear.
Thanks as always to Deirdre for helping to organise the
Ninth HKCC Aberdeen Amazing Race; for giving up her
weekends to traipse round Lantau’s wild and wonderful
countryside, in the pouring rain and searing heat, being
chased by rampaging buffalos and hounded by fierce
dogs, embarking on incredible journeys and ending up
in no-man’s land, all in the search for Amazing places.
Thanks also to Ashley, Karl, Lilly, Debs, Anna and Dawn
for being such patient marshals on the day, and also to
Karl for being the Beer Man. Huge big thanks go to Buzz
of Mes Amis for sponsoring this year ’s Amazing Race,
for hosting the After Race Party, and for providing the
winning team with vouchers for dinner. Thanks also to
Carlsberg for providing refreshments throughout the day,
and extra special thanks to Andy of Big Bus Tours for
allowing us to use the open top Big Bus as an Amazing
start to our Amazing Race. Your support and generosity
are greatly appreciated.
See you all again next year!
Sheung

Back on the mainland, with cold beers to revitalise
sagging spirits and pizzas to rejuvenate lost souls,
arch enemies soon became friends again, frayed
tempers were soothed and humour was quickly
restored. Everyone soon forgot about the frustrations
of the day and the never ending steps which they
had to negotiate twice and instead, remembered the
fun things they had done and the Amazing things
they had seen. As always, team spirit triumphed and
everyone managed to observe the most important
rule of the day which was to have fun.
As predicted, this year ’s Amazing Race was very
close with few teams opening the envelopes so it was
all down to bonus points. Almost every team found
the Scarecrow with his jaunty hat and red sunnies
but, Brian, can you please return his clothes as he’s
getting a little chilly now! Only one team managed

The Scarecrow makes it back to the After Race Party at Mes Amis
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pet help

A Fatal Disease
The occurrence of a serious disease called Leptospirosis
has seemingly become more common over the summer
months but, surprisingly, we are still seeing more cases.
It is important that you know about “Lepto”, what to
recognise and most importantly how to prevent your dog
from contracting this generally fatal disease.
You may have heard about the “Rat’s Urine” disease - this
is Leptospirosis.
Here are the facts:
THE CAUSE
Leptospirosis is caused by infection with a bacteria called
Leptospira interrogans. The bacteria is found most commonly in
environments where there is stagnant or slow moving warm water,
which is very common in Hong Kong during the summer. The
bacteria can potentially enter the dog via the mucous membranes
(gums, eyes) or any open wound on the skin.
THE SYMPTOMS
If a dog contracts Leptospirosis, typically, the initial symptoms
would be fever, not eating, vomiting, dehydration and little to no
urination. If the dog was seriously affected with Leptospirosis there
would be yellow colouring (jaundice) of the mucous membranes
(gums, eyes) and sometimes the skin.
Reports from North America estimate that Leptospirosis kills up
to one in five affected dogs and is the most infectious cause of acute
renal failure in dogs. In some instances, severe infections can
result in sudden death of the animal. The general experience in
Hong Kong is that most (not all) dogs that contract Leptospirosis,
even with treatment, die. The deterioration of the dog is from fit
and healthy to intensive care or death within about 48 hours.
THE DIAGNOSIS
Accurate diagnosis is very important in treating Leptospirosis.
At our Centre, we use a newly released DNA test called a PCR,
which allows a rapid and accurate diagnosis to be made. This test
not only diagnoses Leptospirosis but potentially, can also identify
the actual types (or ‘serovars’) of the disease.

With intensive treatment, some dogs can recover. However, many
animals will still have serious organ damage, particularly to the
kidney and liver, and may excrete the Leptospirosis organisms
in their urine for up to four years, thus contaminating the
environment. Most dogs, despite early diagnosis and intensive
treatment, do not recover from Leptospirosis infection.
THE PREVENTION
Generally the most effective way for your dog to avoid contacting
Leptospirosis is to ensure that it is vaccinated against the disease
– however, there is no vaccine available specific to the serovar of
Leptospirosis seen in Hong Kong. This obviously poses a serious
problem. If your dog has had a vaccine against Leptospirosis,
do not be complacent as the vaccine is unlikely to be effective in
prevention of the disease in Hong Kong.
Preventative methods to reduce the likelihood of contracting
Leptospirosis include stopping your dog from drinking or
swimming in streams or ponds when out walking in Hong Kong,
particularly in the hot summer. Good hygiene in keeping the dog’s
bedding, food and water bowls and environment clean is also
important.
If you require any further information regarding this serious
disease, please contact your vet.
Please note, cats are rarely affected by the disease.
Remember it is potentially zoonotic, i.e., can spread to
people, causing very serious illness to humans

THE TREATMENT
Treating a dog with Leptospirosis is a complex process involving
prolonged antibiotic therapy and supportive measures. Initial
intensive care and hospitalisation is required to support and
prevent further organ damage.

Dr Lloyd Kenda

BSc(Psych) BSc(VetBiol) BVMS(Hons)
MRCVS MACVSc(SASurgery)

Valley Veterinary Centre
G/F 15 Yuen Yuen Street
Happy Valley
Hong Kong
25752389
www.valleyvetcentre.com.hk
info@valleyvetcentre.com.hk
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that's history

THE WANDERERS –
1987-88 season May 1988 Pinkun

Recalling a never-to-be

forgotten occasion when

the team won The Double
– Sunday League and Cup.
"Hemshall’s Heroes"

The Sunday League was still undecided prior to the
final round on 10th April. The Wanderers shared top
position with Vagabonds, with Templars close behind
and still capable of winning – provided they beat
Wanderers in the final match at Blackdown Barracks.
Wanderers batted first on the matting wicket –
never an easy place to score runs. They struggled
throughout to finish on 160. The innings was
anchored by Mike Walsh whose careful half century
was full of northern grit. Brad Jones scored a quickfire 30 before the tail folded.
Where to go from here? El Presidente Terry Smith and
Brad took a couple of early wickets. Terry showed
once again that he is still among the best bowlers in
South East Asia. At 3 for 58, the game was evenly
poised. And then, along came Brad ! Skipper Bryan
Hemshall brought Brad on for a second spell and he
moved his figures from 1/31 to 7/32 as the Templars
were dismissed for 70! A remarkable spell by the
teetotal Australian which had literally snatched the
trophy from the strong KCC side…..or had it? The
Wanderers immediately returned to the Gap to see if

Optimists could keep their side of the bargain by beating
the Vagabonds and thereby ensuring that the Wanderers
won the competition. Plod (Peter Anderson) led a group
of vocal Wanderers up to the top balcony to offer advice
and encouragement to the Fairies, as they pressed forward.
Neither turned out to be necessary as “The Great Man”
guided the Fairies home to an easy win.
Victory, and The Double to the Wanderers who had
beaten the Templars in equally decisive fashions less than
a month before in the Rothman’s Cup Final. A tremendous
finish to the season for an excellent team that was well led
by Bryan.
A long session in the top bar followed. El Presidente
pontificated on the enormous talents of “My Boys” – and
no-one disagreed with him! When Man of the Match,
Bradley Jones, was asked for a comment, his response of
“not a problem” was no understatement.
The Wanderers were every bit “Hemshall’s Heroes”.
Rod Eddington
Captain of Cricket
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ALL YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT……
Sunday cricket team The Wanderers aka The Good Guys

Where do we come from?
We come from round your way, and we can play…
What can you play?
…We play the cover drive
How long have we been around?
Since 1956 (dissolved in October 1996) but
reinvigorated in 2006/07 season.
Happiest experience:
Returning to the fray in 2006 and winning the Double
in season 1987/88 (Sunday League and Cup). In recent
memory, winning the Sunday Cup in 2007/08 and
doing the double over the Scorpions and the Optimists
last year!

Where we like to be in the Hong Kong Cricket Club?
Having a few drinks on the outfield after another win.
Or sitting on the benches on the far side of the ground
giving some “encouragement” to one of the Club sides
playing at the time...with a beer in hand, of course!
Where we don’t like to be:
Ikea on Saturday afternoon
Our favourite way to relax:
On one of Bondy’s (multiple) yachts
And place to travel?
Any of the away games we play, when the return
journey usually involves a good old sing-a-long and a
few cold beers
When we were very young, we all wanted to be:
18 years old so we could go to the South Stand at the
HK7s

The team's best forgotten experience:
When star all rounder Richard Gomersall had his
cricket kit “borrowed” by soon-to-be team mate,
Buddha; and whenever Yorkshire lose a cricket match;

Not many people know this, but we are all very good at:
Gangnam Style

Other Sports:
Currently, we have a tennis D-teamer, a rugby 3rd
teamer and an AFL player amongst our ranks. Plus
plenty of bare-foot bowlers.

The Wanderers’ Motto for life:

Our least favourite food is:
Scorpion Tail
"I'd rather be a Wanderer than a …"

Our thoughts on HKCC:
A great place to enjoy the weekend, to meet like
minded people, eat, drink and be merry.

(Wanderers v. Scorpions - 7-10-2012 - pictures by Gianluca Lamplough)
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ESCAPADE Sports & Leisure
provides you with high-quality
rugby gear from:

Gear Up
for the
New Season

ESCAPADE Sports & Leisure at Hong Kong Cricket Club
t: +852 2574 1861 • e: hkcc@escapade.com.hk
www.escapade.com.hk
Opening Hours:
Mon - Thu 10:00am - 8:00pm, Fri - Sun 9:00am - 8:30pm

!

